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Editorial

h his review of the Proceedings of the last International History Sympos~umin Sanliago de
Compostela David Zuck expressed reluctance to attribute to anyone the f ~ r s tperformance of
anything, because of rival claims. Nevertheless, the entertaining one-day meeting in Sheffield
(in itself a first), hosted by Adrian Padfield our President, contained some papers with
references to original achievements.
These included Ann Ferguson's h~storical account of arrow poisons leading up to the first
clinical muscle relaxant, Davld King's report on the first anaesthetic critical incident (1847),
and Alan Dronsficld (with introductory material by John Pring) tracing, Lhe path to [he
discovcry of halothane, the first 'designer' anaesthelic. It was also clear froin Michael EssexLopresti's paper that anaesthetists have been first choice to i t on planning committees for
new operating theatres. Aileen Adams' title suggested a debatc on the primacy of human or
animal medicinc. but it resolved into more of a comparison.
As well as priorities there was another thread runnlng through the papers. that of uniqueness.
The British Counc11 would fil this dcbcriptlon, and Keith Sykes' paper on their work for
anacsthcsia was valuable also because records before 1980 have apparently been lost. Marin
Maraib' musical impression of an operalion for stone is surely unlque, and Douglas Howat's
use of musical illustration is another first. Jimrny Payne used the word unique to describe
Sorman Bethune; one of the justifications for this was that his obituary was written by
Chairman Mao.

Elsewhere in this interesting meeting we heard from Jan Humphries, of the Thackray
Museurn, halving one equipment problem and then finding another, about Alis~air
McKenzie's project to catalogue Historical Books and Pamphlets on Anaesthcxia, and David
Lai has discovered Pentothal Advertis~ngPostcards and a book by Hurnphry Ilavy.
W e apologise to our overseas Honol-ary Mernbcrs for omitting them from their due place in
volume 30, and hope that they enjoy their reinstatement.
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'THE EARLY HISTORY OF CURARE
Dr Ann Rrguson, Retired Consultant Anaesthetist,
Queen El~zabeththe Queen Mother Hospital, Margate

Introduction
This lecture is on the early history of the discovery of curare. In order to investigate it, I have
read some wonderful books. In one of them, The Alarming History of Medicine, by Richard
Gordon, novelist and sometime anaesthetist, modem anaesthesia 1s described thus:
'The world's operating tables are now filled day and night with pcople suffering the
equivalent of a hit by a poisoned dart from a blowpipe. The patient's paralysis offers
the surgeon flaccid rummaging
. l . '

My brief for today is to take you through the discovery of crude curare, from its use as a
constituent of arrow poison, to 1942 when Hany Griffith, working in Montreal with a
purified preparation, made flaccid rummaging a clinical possibility, and of which Cecil Gray
later said:
'We are all convinced that this had the same significance for our specially as Listerian
antisepsis had to surgery'.2
Before doing this, I must describe the continuing use O F arrow poisons in Equatorial South
America. Methods of manufacture and use have not changed greatly. I believe my sourcc.. to
be accurate. I have read a great deal, including Schultes, Gill, Plotkin (see bibliography) and
the Iquitos Review, talked to a local doctor, and to naturalists In Brazil and Peru. Kot a great
deal has changed, and curare is still widely manufactured.

Source and Manufacture
The word 'curare' is one of very few words to come into the English language from South
American Indian languages. It comes from the Indian name, uirary uira=bird eor=to kill.
Curare, like rubber, can be obtained from a variety of plants. It may have developed early in
the evolution of South American plants, and presumably is in some way protective. There is
one plant found in Africa which gives curare. However there are certain plants which give
better or stronger curare, such as Strychnos (Figure I) and Chondrodendron.
The curare poison is made entirely by men, who disappear into the forest for days to make it.
There iuc countless taboos about its manufacture; they won't do it if their wife is pregnant, or
they have a newborn or sick child. No woman 1s allowed to see the process. When made,
curare is stored in whatever vessel is to hand. There were descr~ptionsof different curares
being stored in gourds, calabashes etc. This just is not true, and from the 1950s onwards, the
favourite vessel was a tobacco tin. Some white men have now learnt the skill; for example
Richard Fowler who wrote the article in the Iquiios Review, and Richard Gill who was a fully
qualified Brujo, complete with fancy head dress.

Figure J

Weapons and prey
The weapons they use are the bow and arrow, and the blowgun. The arrowheads are
detachable, made of palm wood (which is very hard), and are described as being like a cutting
ncedle with groovez on i t into which the curare sticks. They are stored in a bag and the head
is only put on to the arrow, for safety's sake, just before it is shot. It detaches itself in the
animal, and the fleche can be used again. Blowguns are used for smaller animals, and a good
one would be about 9 feet long. The darts are only 9 to 12 inches long, and are notched with
piranha teeth just before firing, so that they stay in the wound. When they have killed their
prey, the Indians cut out the area in which the arrow poisoned tip w a embedded, so that they
do not eat a high concenlration of curare. It I S actlve by mouth if one eats enough. Excision
andfor cautery IS the only method of treatment for acc~dentalinjection.
According to Plotkin, they do not always use arrow poison. If they are hunting tapir, a very
shy animal, they use big arrowheads in the vertical plane, to pass between the ribs. If they are
hunting their enemy, the arrowheads are in the horizontal plane, because that is the correct
orientation for their ribs. When hunting toucan, to make their head-dresses, they use blunt
arrows, which stun but do not kill the bird. Monkeys, which live high in the tree canopy, are
considered a great delicacy. They have long tails, which in times of danger they wrap round
the branches of trees Using curare stops them from faslening themselves to [he tree canopy
when attacked, so as they die, they Pall to the ground
Why don't they use guns? There are three reasons. Firstly, theirs is not a cash economy, and
they need to buy ammunition, which they cannot afford, and the distances they have to travel
to get i t are great. Secondly, it is very humid there, and things corrode or go mouldy very

quickly. It is difficult to keep a gun in good condition. Thirdly, the noise. Although Gill said
that the Indians loved the noise made, especially by muzzle loading guns, there is not that
much food about and the noise of a gun frightens everything away. The early history of
curare is perforce, a study of changing European perceptions about it. It was viewed initially
as a weapon, then as a cur~osityand finally as a potentially useful drug.
Travellers' Tales.
Soon after the discovery of the Americas, Spain and Portugal divided up the world along the
l ~ n e370 leagues west of the Cape Verde Islands, in the Treaty of Tordesillas. No one could
decide exactly how long a league was, or where the Cape Verde islands finished, s o the l ~ n e
is a bit vague. T o start with, the men landing in South America were soldiers. Since the
discovery of the Americas, travellers' tales have always attracted ilttentlon, and the more
sensational the story, the more people want to believe it. Much truth lies in the overlay of
exaggeration. Wonderful stories were brought back about fighting women who cut off one
breast, of arrow poisons, men with their feet on backwards, and Othello tells us of 'The
Anthropophagi and men whose hcnds do grow beneath their s h o u ~ d e r s ' . ~
The invaders were largely illiterate, and thc main Lext on the discoveries there was written by
Peter Martyr d'Anghera in 1516 in De Orbe Novo,which contains many references to deadly
poisons and weapons. The descript~onof the manufacture of curare is particularly interc\ting:
'There are certain old women skilled in the art, who are shut in at certain times and
furnished with the necessary rnater~als;during two days these women watch and d~stil
the ointment. As soon as it is finished the house is opened, and iT the women are well
and not found lying on the ground half dead from the fumes of the poison, they are
severely punished, and the ointment is thrown away as valueless, for the strength of
the poison is such that the mere odour of it almost kills its r n a k e r ~ . ' ~
T h ~ story,
s
which sounds as though it is straight out of Macbeth, was ucccpted as the truth for
two and a quarter centuries.
There were several stories of people killed in war by curare. In 1542, Orellana, cousin of the
Pizarro brothers, went down the Amazon by accident. At one place where there was a battle
with Indians a soldier was killed. Ile describes the wound as coming from a poisoned arrow.
As the Icg went black and it took the soldier three days to die, 1do not think that this was due
to curare. I am told that that thcrc is another account of a death following a poisoned arrow
in war In Western Brazil, but I have been unable to find it.
From 1592, Raleigh made several trips up the Orinoco. He also describes injuries from the
arrows, but if I read the account out to you, I think you would all diagnose abdominal sepsis.
Raleigh is credited with bringing curare back to Europe. I can find no evidence for t h ~ s .He
does not claim to have done so in his book. He does however mention antidotes, such as
garlic, and total abstention from strong d r ~ n k .

De la Condamine
Because of the belle€ that gold was present in vast quanlities in Soulh America, Spain and
Portugal refused entry to travellers. In Europe, with the coming of the Age of the
Enlightenment, there was a wish to investigate the world, as opposed to conquering it. In
1735. Charles Marie d e la Condamine was sent to Q u ~ l oby the French Academy of Science.
He was to measure an arc of the meridian o r 3Oto see whether or not thc world was an oblate
spheroid, that is to say, flattened at the poles. He stayed for 7 years. He was a remarkable
man, described by Voltaire as having 'une curiositt ardente'. This he applied to Barbasco
tree bark, (used for stunning fish), platinum ores and cinchona seeds. H e was the first to use
rubber to make containers for his scientific equipment, and to waterproof cotton fabric.
He travelled down the Amazon by canoe on his way home, and it took three months. He was
accornpaniecl by Indians who looked after him, and caught his food for him using 'arrows
propclled by the breatl~'.This was the first account of blowpipes. He was interested in the
polson used, arid \aid the meat was 1,ernarkably sweet, presumably because the animal dlcl not
struggle. Me wanted ro find antidotes; he t ~ ~ eboth
d salt and sugar. While waiting for a shlp
at Cayenne, he experimented with crude culare on animals, and, having brought a plent~ful
supply home, he repealed these experiments when he got 10 Leidcn in 1745. It is s a ~ dthat
Boerhaave attended these demonslralions, but as he had died in 1738 1 think it is more l~kely
to have been Van Sweeten. However, de la Condamine still wrote about the old ladies
manufacturing curare, and added that they were 'criminal' old ladies. T h e slory was glven
further credence by Hel.rissant, who had to rescue a small boy who was b e c o m ~ n g
unconscious while boiling curare. Hetrissant pulled him out and he recovered.
Bancroft and F o n t a n a
Our next interesting character is Edward Bancroft 1744-1821, an American who went to
G u ~ a n ato work as an unqualified physician. While there he wrote a book on the natural
history or Cuiar~aincluding a recipe for ~ n a k ~ ncurare,
g
although he did not see i t made.
'Tdke or the Bark of the Woora S I X parts,
Of the Bark of the W a ~ ~ a c o b bCoura
a
two pdrts,
Of the Bark of the Roots of the Couranap~,Bakctl, and FIatchybaly o r each one Part'
(One begins to understand where Edward Lear and Lewis Carroll got their i n s p ~ r a t ~ o nAll
).
this was to be finely scraped, simmered, squeezed and then evaporated, left to cool and then
put on the arrows. Bancrolt came to England, wherc hc deposited a large amount of woorara
with M r Beckett in the Strand:
'for the use of any gentleman whose genius may incline him to prosecute these
experiments and whose character will warrant us to confide in his hands a preparation
capable of perpetrating the most secret and fatal

illa an^'.^

Some of his curare was passed to Benjamin Brodie
Bancroft qualified, lived in Downing Street, and acted as a double agent for the British during
the American War of Lndependence. When Frankl~nsigned a secret treaty w ~ t hthe French,
Bancroft had i t in British hands in 27 hours. The story is better than James Bond, involving

invisible ink and dead drops in the Tuileries. Unfortunately, his grandson burnt most of his
papers.
Abbt Felix Fontana was sceptical about the old ladies story and did some very clcgant
experiments presented to the Royal Society in 1780.~He exposed pigeons to fumes of curare
with no deleterious effects, repeated this experiment on himself, and reported that:
'The odour of the dry poison when burnt on the coals is very disgusting, and smells
like excrement.'
He did further experiments includ~ngputting ~t on the sciat~cnerve of a rabbit. H I Swork is,
for its time, as good as that of Bernard.
Von Humboldt

Alexander von hum bold^ (1769-1859) with the surgeon Aimd Bonpland, planned a trip up
the Nile. Fortunately For us, Napoleon blockcd the way, s o they went to South America
instead. Humboldt was a master of all branches of science at the last moment in history that
this was possible. His greatest contribution to sclence was not to discover the unknown, but
to reditcover what was known by only a few, to subject h ~ sfindings to a morc thorough
scientific analysis than they had received before, and to sift the mass of facts, theories, and
nonsense through the sieve of his remoraclcss logic. H e is famous for a current, which he did
not discover, and a river, which he never saw. He has been described as the gr1:atest man in
the world and the greatest man since Aristotle.
His route took him up the Orinoco, and then down the west coast. The Spanish crown had
zealously kept foreigners out of its colonies, especially heretical scientists, :,cience being
anathc~nato Spanish culture. No permission was granted to any visiting scientist between the
tlme of de la Condamine and Humboldt. Although Spain allowed him Into their territor~ch,
Portugal continued to refuse him entry because he was a scientist, an abolitionist (Portugal
depended on slavery in Brazil), and an admirer of the French Revolution. IIc attended a local
Indian festival, which he likened to our harvest festivals, where everyone was drunk, but the
'chemist' of the group was less drunk than the rest, and allowed them to watch him making
curare. This was the first time a white man had seen it made. 'On the Orinoco banks you
cannot eat chicken that has not been killed by a poisoned arrow'.
Posterity was nearly dcnied the benefit of the 29 books he wrote about South America,
because he kcpt some curare in one of his socks. His feet were badly affected by chiggers
and were bleeding, and if he had put a curare-laden sock on to one of his bleeding feet he
would have been paralysed. Fortunately he realised his mistake in lintc The curare he
brought back was passed to Magendie, who taught Claude Bernard. Ho\vcvcr, w ~ t hhis
w~tnessingof the manufacture of curare, the myth of the old ladies was now completely
exploded.

Charles Waterton
The last of the major amateur invest~gatorsof curare (or, as h e called it, woorara) was Charles
Waterton (1782-1865). He was a well-to-do passionate Catholic, fearless to the point of
lunacy and dreadfully accident-prone. He learnt Spanish on his grand tour and then went to

Demerara to look after the family sugar plantations, but went off on four wanderings, during
the first of w h ~ c hhe investigated curare very fully He described both the equipment and the
pharmacology of the drug in his book. The bows he described as six to seven feet long, and
the arrows four to flve feet long, w ~ t hdetachable spikes w h ~ c hf ~ Into
t
a square hole In the
end. The blowpipes were ten to eleven fect long, and pcrfcctly smooth within. The Indians
kept them In the roofs of their houses and they were perfectly clean. There was a quiver
made of tapir skin for the arrows and a basket of wild cotton for Lhe ends of the darts. There
were two acouri teeth along the pipe as a sight. His pharmacolog~calstudies were detalled
Tor the tlme W ~ t hregard to the manufacture and stol-age of the drug he described the
ingredients of w h ~ c hthere were a great many. It was kept in a calabash and kepl dry so that it
d ~ dnot go soft. IHe noted that the curare paste had to be Fa~rlyhard on the arrow or dart, or ~t
would be pushed back along the dart by the skin as the dart entered the animal and therefore
would not work. The man making the curare must not expose himself to the fumes.
The action of the drug in vivo intcrested h ~ m and
, he descnbed uslng curare to kill a dog He
thought ~t had to enter [he blood, but Lhen worked on the nervous sy%tcm.It appeared to cause
no pain. He tried a polsoned arrow between the s k ~ nand muscle of a fowl s o that the dart did
not incommode the bird, but it still died in a few minutes, thereforc it had to be the curare:
'The quantlty of polson must be propo~t~onal
to the anlmal, and thus those probably
labour under an error who Imagine that the smallest partlcle of ~t Introduced ~ n t othc
blood has almost Instantaneous effects'

Hc looked at the amount he liad used to kill an ox, and the amount used to klll a fowl, and
concluded that the fowl had received proportionally much mol-e (dose pcr unit body welght
was the term he would have used 100 years later), and that was why ~t liad died so much
faster. He was ~nterestedin the existence of ant~doLes,but bel~evedthaL there probably were
none Waterton also brought lurr~psof curare home to Great B r ~ t a ~ and
n , some In Wakef~eld
Museum is said to be still potent.

Conclusion
'The scene was now set for the scientists and physic~ansof the 19th century to see what they
could d o to further lnvestlgate the actlons and therapeutic uses of t h ~ sfasc~natingdrug.
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This paper waspart of A n n Ferguson's presentation for the Diploma in Medical History at
the Society of Apothecaries, which she duly obtained, and as a result of which she was
invited to give the Osler Lecture in 2004.

BRITISH COUNCIL COURSES IN ANAESTHESIA
Prol'cssor Sir Keith Sykes, Emeritus Professor, University of Oxford

I have always felt that the British Council has done more to promote Britain's image abroad
than most people realise. However, when a recent enquiry to the Head Office i n London
revealed that there are now no records of British Council ~nvolvementwith anaesthesia
before 1980, I decided that I should document some personal recollections from the period
1956- 1980.

The British Council
The Britlsh Council's main aim has been to promulgate a favourable image of Britain abroad.
There are offices in many cities throughout the world, and members of its staff maintain close
contacts with local establishments such as schools, universities, hospitals and business
organisat~ons.Through this network the Council has sponsored overseas vis~tsand lectures
by British experts in many rields of endeavour. It has also provided advice for those wishing
to visit Britain for short- or long-term study. In some cases it has not only organised these
visits, but has also provided scholarships to support study in British institutions. It has
provided books and journals, so that the local population could keep up to date w ~ t h
developments in Brita~nand, in placch like Malays~a,i t has run centres for the teaching of
English. Many British anaesthetists have given lectures abroad and have welcomed B r ~ t ~ s h
Council sponsored visitors to their departments. However, the British Council's major
contribution to anaesthesia has undoubtedly been the organisation of a number of short
course\ that have been a regular feature of the post-war period.
Courses held before 1974

My first encounter with the British Council courses in anaesthesia was as a Senior Registrar
at University College Hosp~talin the period 1956- 1958. By that tlme a number of the future
leadors in our specialty had undergone training In the United States, Canada. Australasia or
the United K~ngdom,and had returned home to train their compatriots. The World Health
Organisation courses in Denmark had started in 1950 and provided training for a further 20 or
so doctors each year, but there was still a major shortage of properly trained anucsthetists in
most of the European and Third World countries. The one- or two-week courses on clinical
aspects of anacsthesia, run by the British Council, thus provided an ideal oppol-tunity for
overseas anaesthetists to see what could be accomplished by the use of modem techniques of
anacsthesia, and to establish contacls with British anaesthetists who could help them in the
future.
Seventee.n such courses were held in the post-war per~odup to 1974. There were about 4 0
anaesthetists on each course and they were accommodated in a London hotel. The courses
were organised by a member of the Board of the Faculty of Anaesthetists in co-operation
with the Brlt~shCouncil staff, and a Brit~shCouncil representatlvc resided with the course
thl.oughout t h e ~ rstay. These friendly ladies were invaluable. They met the participants when
thy arrived, coped with all the domestic arrangements and emergencies, accompanied them to
their assignments, picked up their umbrellas when they left them behind, and generally acted
as superb mother hens.

Each day coaches would transport groups to one of the twelve undergraduate teaching
hospitals, or to one of the specialised centres such as the Brompton Hospital for Diseases of
the Chcst, the London Chest Hospital, Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children, or the
Queen's Square Hospital For Nervous Diseases. Some groups also visited peripheral centres
of excellence such as the Nuffield Department of Anaesthetics at OxFord (Prof RR
Macintosh), the Plastic Surgery and Burns Unit at East Grinstead (Drs Hale I'nderby and
Russell Davies), Hillingdon Hospital (Dr HJV Morton), or Barnet Hospital (Dr JD Rochford).

Programme
In most centres it was the responsibility of the Senior Anaesthetic Registrar to see that the
participants were suitably entertained. The day usually started with a brief history of the
hospital and a description of the 01-ganisation of the anaesthetic service from one of the
Consultants. The visitors would then be distributed round the various operating Lheatres, and
rotated at intervals so that they could see a variety of techniques used.
This was where the Senior Registrar's tact and diplomacy was severely tested. Those who
experienced the conditions at the time will remember that there was a wide variation, not only
in the techniques used, but also in the standard of anaesthesia provided by different
individuals. Some consultants were well-read, used modern techniques and displayed
excellent clinical judgement. Others rarely read a journal, persisted w~th out-of-date
techniques, and only passed a tracheal tube occasionally. Consultant anaesthetists would
usually be present when the consultant surgeon was operating, but at other tlmes they might
demand that a registrar be sent to relieve them to enable them to undertake a private case
elsewhere.
There were also problems with some of the surgeons. Consultant surgeons working in
tcaching hospitals were forced to tolerate the pscjcnce of medical students In the theatres, but
silence could easily be maintained by an acerbic remark or a well-aimed Spencer M'ells
forceps. However, a group of exc~tedforeigners, prattl~ngaway in their own tongue, or even
daring to speak to their anaesthetist, was another matter!
We all looked forward to the lunch break, for this not only enabled us to sample a nice bufFet
lunch in the Board Room, but also provided an opportunity for frank discussion with our
guests. We used to try and explain some of the curious techniques that they had witnessed,
and we would gently remind participants [hat the standard of anaesthesia I n many provincial
centres was at least as good, and in many cases better, than in London. This, of course, was
the direct result of the National Health Service and the influence of the Royal Colleges, and
has to this day remained one of the unique features of our medical organisation.
After lunch the group would return to the theatres, or a consultant might give a formal lecture
on some topic of interest. Occasionally, there would be a brief review of a clinical topic, a
case report, or a presentation of a research project by one of the junior anaesthetists. At about
5pm the participants would return to their hotel, and they were then free to spend the evenlng
as they w~shed.
At the beginning and end of the course there would be a formal dinner with officials from the
British Council and some of the anaesthetists participating in the course. These dinners were
usually very convivial affairs and providcd an opportunity to develop friendships, to learn

about the state of anaesthesia in other countries, and to meet British Council staff. It also
provided an excellent opportunity to meet colleagues from other hospitals in London whom
one would never have met otherwise.

A new course format
1moved to the Postgraduale Medical School at Hammersmith Hosp~talin 1958. Initially, our
Brit~shCouncil Programmes were or~entatedtowards the clinical aspects of anaesthesia, but
after 1965, when we opened a number of research laboratories, we started to offer research
papers and laboratory demonstrations. W e soon found, however, that most of the participants
were only interested in clinical anaesthesia, and utterly bored by research. I remember saying
to one of my research fellows at the time that we could have a more productive exchange of
views if we sat down and talked to them over a drink. The research fellow, who was a Inan of
action as well as having private means, took me at my word; and when I arrived to give the
laboratory demonstration I found that every one was drinking champagne! Some years later, I
visited Prof Karl Steinbereithner's laboratory In Vienna and complimented him on the
excellent choice of wines in his laboratory refrigerator. He told me that the idea had
originated with that party in Hammersmith several ycars before'

By the mid-seventies many more anaesthetists had been trained, and i t was obvious that there
was no longer the same need for a cl~nically-orientated course. The British Council agreed
that we should develop a course for the younger generation of anaesthetists who were trying
to advance the academic aspects of the subject. The aim was to create a dialogue between the
potential future leaders of our profession in this country and abroad by critically evaluating
the methods of organising teach~ngand research in our own academic departments.
T h e new courses
The new courscs lasted two weeks and were entitled 'The organisation of teaching and
research in anaesthesia'. The first was held In 1975, and was followed by similar courses in
1977, 1978, and 1980. We limited the number of participants on each course to 35. The
advertisements stated that 'The course is designed Lo illustrate the part played by the
academic departments and various national bodies in the development of teaching and
research in anaesthesia in the United IOngdom'. We also stated that the course was intended
for 'Professors and Heads of departments from overseas, preference being given to those who
are actively concerned with the development of teaching and research in anaesthesia'.
Participants
Fortunately we had a good response to our advertisements and were able to select high
quality applicants. The four courses were attended by a total of 141 anaesthetists from 39
different countries. As can be seen in figure 1, there were a large number from the British
Commonwealth. This could have been a disadvantage, but actually proved helpful because

Fig l :British Council Courses.1 4 1 participants f r o m 3 9
countries.

Africa, Central 4
Africa, South 9
America, Central and South 5
Australasia 27
Austria 7
Belgium 3
Canada 8
Denmark 6
Egypt 7
Far East 5
France 8
Germany 1 1

Iceland 3
Iraq 2
Israel 4
Italy 5
Malaysia 4
Netherlands 2
Norway 4
Sweden 2
Switzerland 3
Turkey 2
Yugoslavia 4
Other 6

Figure 1

Fig 2.

British Council Courses

1975

London, Sheffield, Edinburgh
- 3 5 participants.

1977

London, Liverpool, York
- 3 6 participants.

1978

London, Cardiff, Southampton
- 3 9 participants.

1980

C a r d i f f , Sheffield, London
-3 1 participants.
Figure 2

rhese doctors were familiar with our methods and our problems, and were very active in
discussion. Furthermore, each course contained a good mix of anaesthetists from other
countries, most o i whom not only spoke excellent English, but were genuinely interested in
the toplc. What was particularly striking was the qual~tyof the applicanls. Most of them were
Prolessors or Hcads of Departments, and many of the more junior members have slnce
ach~evedprofessor~alstatus.

Course format
The basic formal of each course consisted of an introductory day, a series of day trips to
departments in and around London, and longer expeditions by coach or rail to regional
centres. The first three courses were initially based in London and then moved LO Lhe
provinces, but it gradually became apparent that members only began to interact with each
other when they moved away from the distractions of the big city. For this reason we started
the 1980 course in Cardiff (Figure 2).

I did not travel Lo Scotland wjth the l975 course, but feedback from participants convinced
me that I should accompany future courses, so that there was always a tour guide who could
comment on our itinerary, answer questions, and lead d~scussionswith our hosts. This t ~ ~ r n e d
out to be a very productive idea because we spent many hours in coaches, and were able to
use the tlme to explore common problems. It also enabled me to talk about aspects of our
professional life which were not covered during our visits.
There was no problem with the tourist aspect of our trips because I had researched the route
fairly ~horoughly,and the British Council usually provided local guides. However, when
questions moved to our political system, our football teams, the cost of council housing, or
the social benefit system, my ignorance was fully exposed. I may say that few of our
ambitious programmes were completed without incident, but our participants were very
patient, and usually voted to extend the programme rather then curtail it.
In London participants spent the first day at the Royal College of Surgeons, whel-e there was
a programme of lectures designed to prov~deessential background information about the
British scene. These lectures were given by senior figures in the medical establ~shment,and
outl~ned the pattern of medical training and practice in Britain, the organisation of the
National Health Service, and the role of the Universities, Royal Colleges and other
institutions in training for spec~alist practice. After a buffet lunch w ~ t hthe speakers,
participants were taken on a tour of the Charles h n g collection of Hlstorlc Anaesthetic
Apparatus by Dr Bryn Thomas or a deputy, and then visited the Hunterian Museum.
The resl of the programme varied from year to year. For example, the 1975 and 1977 courses
went to the meetings and dinners of the Anaesthetic Research Society, while members of the
1980 course participated actively in a two-day Symposium on 'Education in Anaesthesia'
organ~sedby the Faculty of Anaesthetists. Visits to one or two of the London teaching
hosp~tals,the Research Department of Anaesthetics at the Royal College of Surgeons (Prof J
P Payne), the Royal Postgraduate Medical School (Prof J G Robson), the Clinical Research
Centre at Northwick Park Hospital (Dr J F Nunn), and the Nuff~eld Department of
Anaesthetics at OxFord (Prof A Crampton Smlth) were always included in the programme.
Each department provided talks on the cl~nlcalservice and the teaching programme, and the
organisat~onand funding of research. 'There was also an opportunity for participants to scc

special facilities such as intensive care units or laboratories, and to mix socially with
members of the department.
Regional Visits
The other component of the courses, which also varied from year to yeas, was the programme
of regional visits. We chose centres that were mak~nginnovat~veapproaches to training and
research. For example, both Liverpool and Sheffield were tackling the staffing problem in
peripheral hosp~talsby the creation of SHO training programmes with enhanced facilities for
distance learning, while at Southampton we examined the role of the anaesthetic department
in undergraduate education. Visits to Cardiff, Glasgow and Edinburgh highlighted national
differences in the delivery of health care, and provided a different slant on training and
research.
It has to be admitted that the choice of regional centre was partly influenced by its tourist
potential, for I was very keen to show our guests something of our heritage. W e went by
coach to Liverpool and stopped off for a tour of Chester on the way. W e had a serjch of
papers on distance leamint: techniques in the afternoon and vis~tsto some of the peripheral
hospitals next morning. In the altemoon we had guided tours of both the Cathedrals, followed
by tca in the grand~oscMayoral Chambers. The surroundings were spcctacular, but what also
amazed us was the number of local foreign diplomats who had been brought along by the
British Council to meet their compatriots. Presumably their posts had been created when
Liverpool was a great port, and they had never let their countries know that conditions had
changed! Our regional hosts were always extremely generous with their time, and that
evening we were entertained In the homes of local consultants. Each group of three or four
participants was given a bottle of wine for the host and some flowers for the hostess, and
dispatched to their destination by taxi.

We then took our coach across the Pennines for an afternoon programme at the Leeds
department, d r ~ n k swith the Yorkshire Society of Anaesthetists and accommodation in a hotel
in York, and then went to the Anaesthetic Research Society meeting in Leeds the next
morning. On the Sunday we visited York Minster and then drove to Lincoln to s c ~the
Cathedral. After the visit we wcrc all entertained to tea by Dr Fraser, an anaesthetic colleague
who lived in the Cathedral Close, before returning to I ~ n d o n .
Course evaluation

I have tried to give a flavour of what, to me, were very special experiences. I am afraid that I
used my friends and what little influence I had in high places to achieve my ends, and I am
aware that I gained far morc from the experience than any of those on the course. What
gradually b e c m e apparent was that our training programme was completely dominated by
(he need to pass the Fellowship examination, and by the large number of failures, particularly
in the first part of the examination. Our trainees were expected to carry a huge clinical load
and had little time for study, with the result that the education system was very inefficient.
But there were two other surpris~ngoutcomes from these courses. Firstly, many of the
participants who came from countries where training took place in only one jnstitution, and
whcre progression to a career post was dependent on a pro'fessorial recommendation, were
persuaded that there were enormous benefits to be gained by instituting a recognised national

standard, such as that provided by the Fellowship examination. Secondly, it was brought
home to us that we were immensely privileged to have institutions such as the General
Medical Council and the Royal Colleges, to maintain our independence from government in
hoth the professional and academic fields. These were important messages, and they came
across loud and clear.

Conclusion
The British Council has continued to run courses in Anaesthesia, Lntensive Care and Pain
Relief but its finance, and therefore its activities, have been curtailed. I think we should
acknowledge its past contribution to the development of anaeslhesia world-wide.

BOSWELL ON RESUSCITATION
A certain Dr Monro (Ed~nburgh)is reported by Boswell as saying that:

'It is more d ~ f f ~ c u to
l t recover a hanged person than a drowned, because
hanging forces the blood up to the brain with more violence, there being a
local compression at the neck; but that the thing might be done by heat and
rubbing to put the blood in motion, and by blowing air in10 the trachea, and
introduce a pipe.
'Ten or twelve of h ~ students
s
had, unknown to him, tried to recover Brown
and Wilso~i(clients of Boswell), but had only blown with their own breaths
into the mouths of the subjects, which was not sufficient'.
From W a ~ nJ, The Journals of James Boswell: Meinemann. 1990
(submitted by Adrian Padfield).

MUSICAL DESCRIPTION OF UNDERGOING LITHOTOMY WITHOUT
ANAESTHESIA
Dr D D C Howat
Honorary Consulting Anaesthetist, St George's Hospital, London
After hearing my paper on the experience of Fanny Bumey's mastectomy; [sec Proc HAS
29;13-201 which I first gave two yeal:; ago at the History of Anaesthesia Satellite meeting at
the World Congrcss in Montreal, Dr Fouad Salim Haddad, an anaesthetist at the American
University In Beilut, was good enough to send me the score of the mus~cwhlch Martin
Marais composed in 1725, to record his sensations when undergoing lithotomy for a stone in
the bladder.

Martin Marais
Martin Marais was born on 31 May 1656 in Paris, where his father was a shoemaker. He
becalr~ea cho~rboyat Saint (;ermain I'Auxerrois, but he began studying the bass viol, and
was so highly thought of that at the age of twenly he became a musician a1 the court of Lnuis
XTV. Here he was taken under the protection of Jean-Baptiste Lully, who was the chief
musician at the court and under whom he studied ~ o m ~ o s ~ t ~Ato nthe
. ' agc of Lsenty Marais
married Catherine Damicourt, the daughter of a saddler'and had ninelcen ch~ldren,OF whom
only nine sur\iived into adult life. Several became musicians. Marais later became violist to
the king, and composed many pieces for the viol. He went on to compose two operas, and a
Te Deurn on the convalosccnce of the Dauphin in 1701. It appears that the Dauphin, being! a
good Catholic, stuffed himself with fish on the day that Lent ended; and as he commonly ;nc
more than three men would, suffered a very sevcrc attack of ~ n d i ~ e s t i o n ! ~

The Viol
kIarais became the best known composer and player of the viol of his day in France, and was
well-known throughout Europe for his compositions. He retired in 1725 to cultivate his
gardcn. He was unhappy with the increasing vogue for Italian music, although he continued
to give lessons on the viol once or twice a week.' He died on S August 1728. The term viol
nob applies to any instrument whlch is a precursor of the modern violin. The term 'viola da
Gamba', an Italian phrase, means the 'leg viol' and refers usually to the bass viol, itselr a
precursor of the v~oloncello.~It could br played restlng between the rnusic~an'slegs, like the
modern violoncello, or held across the thighs.

Marais' music
In the plece wh~chfollows, which Marais entitled 'Tableau de I'OpCration de la Taille', or
'Description O F the operation of cutt~ngFor stone', he describes his sensations In music when
he had to undergo this harrow~ngprocedure. Indeed I need hardly remind you that in those
days lithotomy involved an inc~sionthrough the perineum In order to open the urethra and
bladder to remove the stol~es.Before the days ot' anaesthesia it must have been extremely
painful, and the mortality was high. The patient had to bc held down or, in Marais' casc,
strapped to somc sort of apparatus. The exact dale of the operation is not known, but it was
some clme between the publication of his fourth book OF pieces for the viol in 1717 and that
of the fji'th book in 1725, i n which this appears.'

Figure 3

Much of Marais' music seems rather melancholy, but it was highly thought of. Whether or
not he suffered from urinary slones for some time IS not known, but it is understandable that
the accompanying piece is not perhaps the most attractive of his works. One author goes so
far as to state that the plece is a tribute to his sense of humour!' It is certainly a most unusual,
if not a unique, description of a surgical operation.
Ar this point the audience heard u recorded performance ofthe piece. A few c0pie.r of the
bass viol score were available.
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RECOVERY AREA
"The roar and crackle of the flames, the shoutings OF the firemen, the odd
mixture of moonlight, headl~g,hts,and wavering flamc, the mad juxtaposition
and irrelevance or the bits of furniture, reminded him of how it felt to be
cornlng round from an anaesthetic.'

From Tey J, The Franchise Affair: Peter Davies Limited, 1948. (Submitted by
Peter Drury)

AROUN1) THE WORLD: AN INTRODUCTION TO PENTOTHAL
ADVERTISING POSTCARDS FROM ABBOTT LABORATORIES 1956-1968
Dr D C Lai, Department of Allesthesia and Critical Care,
Ha-vard Medical School, Boston, USA

Prologue
Pentothal (thiopental sodium for injection) is an intravenous anaesthet~cwell known to both
the general public and anaesthetists. Ava~lablethroughout the world, Pentothal is produced
by Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Illinois, United States of Amerlca.
The story beglns in Madison, Wisconsin where Pentothal also had its start (both John Lundy
at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota and Ralph Waters at Wisconsin General Hospital
in Madison, Wisconsin did the first clinical trials with Pentothal). At the conference 'Ralph
Waters MD and Professionalism in Anesthesiology: A Celebration of 75 Years' held June 68, 2002, 1 was talking with HAS Honoral-y Secretary Neil Adams about the upcoming 6th
International Symposium on the History of Anaesthesia to be held in Cambridge, UK, 2005.
Dr Adams aAcd me to talk about advertis~ngand anaesthesia The subsequenl discovery of a
postcard from Lundy, UK (Figure l ) , fcatur~ngthree horses and a lighthouse on [he front and
an advert~sernent for Pentothal on the back prompted Further research about Pentothal
postcards

The Golden Age of Medical Advertising Postcards
The golden age of med~caladvert~s~ng
postcards was from the 1950s to the 1960s Rather
than have the adverl~s~ng
message on the front of the card, there postcards utrl~seda new
concept W ~ t hthe cornmerc~almessage relegated to the reverse of thc card, thc front

-

c-

Figure 1

featured a typical tourist type picture postcard intended to catch the eye of the
unsuspecting physician. Exotic locations were featured with adventurous names such as:
Livingston Africa Tour, Footsteps of Livingston Tour, Caribbean Tour, North Atlantic Tour,
African Tour, North Pole to South Pole Tour, Colurnbus Tour, West Africa Tour,
Mediterranean Tour, European Mediterranean Tour, Equatorial Tour, Viking Tour, Canadian
Tour and United States Tour.
Obviously, some tour names were similar, and inev~tablyidentical locatrons and countries
were featured. Some companies attempted to build anticipation for a series by having the first
postcard show a map outlining subsequent destinations. The major companies that produced
these tourist type picture postcards of this era and some of the products they promoted were:
La B~ornarine (Plasmasine, Marinol, Ionyl), Poulenc Ltd. (Stemetil, Ldrgactil), Burroughs
Wellcome (Marezine, Methedrine, Empirin), Upjohn (Kaopectate), Squibb (Rautracyl),
Pfizer (Tenamycin), Ciba (Bradosol cream with Nupercaine) and Abbott Laboratories
(Pentothal). With all of thccc companies producing tourist type picture postcards, why study
Abbott Laboratories? Two reasons come to mind. First OF all, Abbott had the longest run ( 1 3
years) and printed the most cards (171 known so far) during that time. Second, and most
importantly, the Abbott postcards advertised a true anaesthetic - Pentothal.
Pentothal Postcards from Abbott Laboratories
Rather than being confined by the limitations of an European Tour or an African Tour like
other companies, Abbolt ambitiously produced a tour literally Around The World covering all
roven continents The seventy-five countries and eritltles known to date are.
Andorra, Argentina, Australia, Australian Antarctic, Austria, Bahamas, Barbados, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, ('zylon, Chile, Columbia, Comoros (Indian Ocean), Cuba, Dennlark,
Ecuador, El Salvador, Fiji, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Glcccc, Greenland,
Hong Kong, [celand, Ifni (Morocco), India, Ireland, Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kenya,
Lebanon, Liechtcnstein, Luxembourg, Malaya, Maldive Islands, Malta, Mauritius, Mexico,
Netherlands, Nctherlands Antilles, New Caledonia, hTew Hebrides, New Zcnland, Nicnragua,
horway, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Portugal, Portuguese Indics, Kuanda-Burundi,
San Marino, Singapore, South Africa, Spaln, Spanish Guinea, Spanish Sahara, St Plerre &
Miquelon, Surinam, Sweden, Switzerland. Tahiti, Thailand, Trinidad & Tobago, United
Nations, Uruguay, Vatican City, Venezuela, Wallis & Fautuna (Central Pacific).
Classification of Pentothal Postcards
Pentothal postcards may be described in several ways. They may be oricntated in either the
vertical (portrait) or horizontal (landscape) forms. The chromatic scheme may be black and
white, grey or colour. Some cards come in both colour and bldck and white versions.
Although all cards are rectangular in shape, size ranges from small and medium to large and
even jumbo. Most cards have straight borders all the way around; others have rounded
corners or are deckled-edged.
Because the majority of cards were addressed 'Dear Doctor' to physicians in the United
'Dear Doctor' cards. Some 'Dear Doctor' cards
States and Canada, they are also known
were not addressed to 8,pecific physicians, but to hospitals. Other cards were not actually
'Dear Doctor' cards as they were addressed to nurse anaesthetists or even to lay people.

These latter cards were early examples of direct patient advertising of prescription drugs (as
opposed to commonly advertised patent medicines and non-prescription over-the-counter
medications). Most cards were written in English. Variations include cards in French to
various Canadian cities, in FI-ench to Paris, in Greek to Athens, i n German to Munich, and in
Spancsh to various countries.
The majority OF cards utilised a slngle stamp and a s~nglepostmark. Val-iations on this
include different stamps, different postmarks, uncancelled stamps and cards cancelled
without stamps. Some cards even had a special cancellation 'BY SEA MAIL'. The different
postcards with the accompanying stamps and postmarks were meant to show how widespread
the use of Pentothal was. Most cards proclaimed its availability. At least one card, however,
gleefully exclaimed the exception to the rule: 'Dear Doctor, We've found it at last! A place
without PENTOTHAL! '
Finally, the cards may be class~f~ed
I n terms of their physical condition. The 1961 postcard
lealuring Wilkes Base in Antarctica was sent Lo 280,000 doctors. The numbers for other
cards air, probably similar - 280,000 multiplied by 171 different cards gives an astronomical
figure of more than 47 million cards (47,880,000 to be exact). Even a conservative
calculation of only 100,000 recipients of 100 cards each still comes out to 10 million cards.
Where have all of these cards gone? Mow many of them have survived today? Remaining
cards are often dog-eared and otherwise worn but reasonably intact and whole Others have
been subjected to various insults such as holes punchcd, pencil or ink defacing, and stamps
removed.

In conclusion, Abbott Laboratories produced a fascinating series of advertising postcards that
promoted Pentothal from the 1950s to the 1960s. Much additional research remains to be
done on this little known subject.

TWO MYSTERIES. ONE SOLVED
Mr A Humphries, Librarian, Thackray Museum, Leeds

A Solved Mystery
At the Thackray Museum in Leedh, which some of you may remember from the Febl-uary
1998 meeting, we have a fairly extensive collcction of anae?lhetic mater~al,largely through
the generosity of Dr Chris Ward [see Proc HAS Vo1.22, ~ 3 0 1who
, sadly died recently.
One item in his collection had remained a mystery to him For many years, and he said he had
'hawked it round' varlous anaesthetic meetings without anyone belng able to tcll h ~ m
anything ahout it. By the markings on the dial at the side, the device was capable of giving a
r a n g from gas alone, through gas and ether to ether and air (1:igure I). The revcl-~cI > ncsrly
identical w ~ t hthc same graduat~onson the dial, but with a simple engraved alrow as pointer.
The ether was ~ntroduccdInto the n~ckelplated cylinder at thc sjdc by a small hole with a
sliding flap. Inside the cyl~nderthere are still two original spongcs (Figul-c 2).
At the museum we have tried to concentrxtc on collecting medical trade catalogues prcci\cly
because they often help in the identification and dating of instruments and equipment. A
couple of months after we had been given his collection, I was able to ring Chris with thc
glad tidings that his mystery was at lcasl partly solved. W e had just acquired an 1887 Dental
Manufacturing Company catalogue and there, on pages 121-122, was a display advert FOI- thc
'Gas and Ether Apparatus' invented by Mr Thornas Pcdley MR('S. Furtllcr checking i l l the
Mcdical Directories revealed that he had published the apparatus in the Britic.11 Journal of
Dental Science in 1878. Pedley had got his I.SA and MRCS in 1876 studying a1 Guy's
Hospital, and gone on to gct both his LDS and an MD from Brusscls In 1878. He had been
the resident obstetrician at Guy's and wn\ n member of the Obstetr~calSociety of' London;
perhaps hc also uscd it for obstclric analgesia?
As far as I am aware t h ~ sis the only example 'in captivity', but I would be very Interested to
hc;rr O F others. Perhaps tlrc rcason for its scarcity is the Fact that Dr Pcilliy had moved,
sometime betctccr~1878 and 1883, to Rangoon in Burma, where he was still l ~ v i n gIn 1903
He would therefore not have hccn able to promole his invenlion in Britain.
An Unsolved Mystery
W e generally acquire material from known sourcch, through donation or purchase, but
sometimes other items just 'turn up'. One such is thc airway shown here (Figure 3). It
appeared on the counter in the museum reception one morning, in a carrier bag with a few
other anaesthetic-related items. There was no note or other explanation for its appearance,
and we assume it came from a source inside St James's Hospital. There is a large
fenestration on the upper surface, and a tooth guide (?) with two holes through it at the mouth
end. The most unusual aspect is that the distal end opens rather likc n 'duck-b~ll' s p a u l u m
Figure 4). The opening is by means of a screwed rod with a ring end, and on the right hand
side is a hole. This appears never to have had any attachment or side branch. On the end
plate is an inscription PATENT APP. FOR and KING, LONDON. I have not yet tried to
check the Patent Office records, mainly because the probable time range (for renrons which
will be apparent in a moment) is nearly thirty years.
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The final interesting aspect of the airway is that it is marked with the name of W Stanley
Sykes (Figure 5). as was a common Hewitt airway in the bag. From the information available
it seems that Sykes became interested in anaesthesia in the late 1920s, finally giving it up
entirely to return to private practice in the late 1950s. The possible time range for his
acquisition of the item is therefore (as mentioned before) nearly thirty years.

Ln the third volume of his Essays on the Firs1 Hundred Years of Anaesthesia there is a chapter
on 'The All Important Airway' where a I-lewitt airway is jllustrated, and various airways
designed to close off the pharynx by sponges or inflatable cuffs are discussed, but there is
nothing like this one.
I have shown the airway to a few other anaesthetists and the general opinion has been that it
was used in some way to assist in intubation. Any suggestions or ideas for further leads will
be most gratefully received!

HISTORICAL BOOKS AND PAMPHLETS ON ANAESTHESIA 1847-1900
Dr A G McKenzie
Consultant Anaesthetist, Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh

I have compiled a historical bibl~ography in CD-ROM of nearly 600 publications in
Microsoft Access. The items are listed in chronological order, with the authors of each year
in approximately alphabetical order. The holdings of five libraries are given plus an 'other
library' column. The Access syste.m enables the user to derive a wide range of reports from
the table. The bibliography does not include journal articles unless these were reissued as
reprints, nor are dissertations included.
1847 was selected to be the beginning in this compilation, as it was the first Full year after the
momentous public demonstration of general anaesthesia by William Morton on 16 October
1846. Morton sent out (to physicians) his f~rstprinted document on anaesthesia on 20
November 1846. This circular also appeared on the back of the Boslon Medical and Surglcal
Journal of 25 November and 2 December 1846. From 26 November Morton dislributed a
serlcz of circulars entitled Morton's Letheon. The text of the first was probably identical to
the advertisement on the back cover of the Boston Medical and Surgical Joc~rnnl of 9
December 1846. Thc 4th edition (42 pages) and 5th edition (88 pages), issued respectively in
January and May l847 are, of course, listed in the bibliography.
'The number of books and pamphlets on anaesthesia in 1847 (64) far exceeded that in any
other year for the first 53 yciirs. This may be understandable, but is nonetheless remarkable.
References for much correspondence on this topic are given be10w.l~~
Perhaps this dlsk will
be the stimulus for the revelation of even more.

In compiling the disk I have also drawn on numerous early bibliographies. A major source of
information has been the outstanding Bibliography of Anaesthesia b y Rosemary A B Faraday
of the Nuffield Department of Anaesthetics, University of Oxford; this was a thcsjs submitted
in 1966 for the Fellowship of the Library Association. An authorised facsimile was produced
by University Microfilms Ltd, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, England.
Of coursc this disk will be an on-going database. More items may come to light and the
holdings may change. As current Honorary Librarian For the Association of Anaesthetists of
Great Brltain and Ireland I hope to be able to increase that l~brary'sholdings. In time I hope
to prepare additional bibliographies For 1901- 1950 and 195 1-2000.
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Anyorre who wants the disk may have one. For those with a compclrer which can receive
CD-ROM it may he possible to send by ernail attachment. Otherwise, it is s~~ggested
that
f l per disk would cover the cost of CD plus postage m d packing.

WHICH CAME FIRST - HUMAN OR ANIMAL MEDICINE ?

Dr k l e e n K Adams, Cambridge
T h ~ s1s not a sensible title. Although some wrlters, notably Schwabe' have devoted many
pages trying to prove that veterlnaly niedlclne preceded human medicine, ~t is not an
importan1 argument Today our two professions are separate but this was not always the case;
thelr paths have crossed several tlmes. Thls paper is a brlef account of the history of what 1s
today referred to as comparative medlclne.
Lord Soulsby was the first veterinary surgeon to be President O F the Royal S o c ~ e t yo f
M e d ~ c ~ n His
e presidential theme of 'One Med~clne' emphasised the essential unlty and
Interdependence of the two professions:2
'AS sclence advances at an ever more alarrn~ngrate . T h ~ scomparative approach
becomes ~ncreas~ngly
llnporlant In understand~ngand deallng w ~ t hthe major issues
of population growth, provision of nied~calcare, environmental degradation, and the
11ke . . . '
Transrniss~blelnfectlons such as the spong~formencephalopathies, a n t ~ b i o t ~resistance
c
and
cancer biology are some examples hound up with these Issues, though probably the most
11npol-tant in today's sclence are the genetic studles whose potential we are only beginning to
realise.

Prehistory
By about 12,000 BC Lhe carly hunter-gatherers started to team up with dogs and to hunt
together. Frorn about 9,000 BC sheep and goats wcle domesticated, folluwed by f ~ x e d
settlements where c u l t ~ v a t ~ oof
n crops was practised. As the population denslty Increased,
there arose the opportunity for bacterial lnfect~onof both man and anlmals and the need for
both human and veterinary medlclne. Man soon became dependent on h ~ sa n ~ m a l s .Cattle
were valuable for working the land and for milk and meal Horses gave mobility and the
chance to trade Wealth was shown by the number of cows or horses a man possessed, so
they took good care of their an~mals.Animal medicine thus grew up not for sentimental
reasons, but for reasons of economy and prestlge and was perhaps even more irnportanr thari
hurnan medlclne.
At t h ~ slime illness was regarded as supernatural In orlgln, and t h ~ sfoste~eda belief that the
human body was sacrosanct There were soclo-rel~giousobject~onsto studylng the body by
dissection, so attempts to learn about ~t were made lnd~rectlyby studylng a n ~ m a l s .Animal
cults were common amongst early peoples worldwide and persist amongst some tribes today;
even we ourselves still talk about our sacred cows The priest and the doctor, whether human
or animal. were one and the same.

The Egyptians held bulls and cows to be sacred and the health of their animals was just as
important as that of their fellow men. The priests of Sekhmet had both a medical and a
veterinary vocat~on,and they learned about animal anatomy from dissecting and embalming

their temple animals. Only one written record of veterinary medicine has been discovered in
Egypt; the Kahun papyrus. This survives in a very fragmented state, and is in the Petrie
collection in the University of London. It has been dated to the 12th dynasty (1900 1700
BC) and is one of the earliest known papyri. Nunn has [raced the first recorded doctor in
Egypt to some 1000 years earlier than this."he
contents of the surviving fragments are
varied and include human gynaecology, and eye diseases in cattle, dogs and birds. One reads:
-

' A bull . . . with his eye\ running, his forehead wrinkled, the roots of his teeth red, h ~ s
neck swollen: repeat the incantation for him. Let him be laid on h ~ s ~ d e let
, h ~ mbe
sprinkled with cold water, let his eyes and hoovcs and all of his body be rubbed with
gourds or melons, let him be fumigated . . . if he does not recover, bandage his eyes
with linen . . .'
A veterinary surgeon today would recognise this as malignant catarrhal fever, even though
his treatment would be different.

Greece
Whilst the Greeks improved on the medical knowledge of the Egyptians, their scientific
advance was held back by the11belief in the humoral cause of disease. Asklepios, the god of
healing, was credited with treatlng both man and animal, and Hippocratic teaching stressed
the value of comparative studies of dibcase. In the 1st century AD the Greeks prov~deda
public veterinarian in Athens.

Other early cultures
In the east Buddhists establ~shedthe first veterinary hospital as early as the 3rd century BC,
whilst the Hindu belief in reincarnation encouraged compassionate treatment of animals. The
elephant was held sacred in the form of the god Ganesh, and two remarkable Indian medical
texts were produced sometime during the Vedic period (1800 - 800 BC). Each has more than
4 0 chapters covering diseases of the elephant and of the horse. In Central Asia and the Near
East the horse was the most cherished animal, and Arabs studied diseases of horses from the
9th century AD onwards in centres as far apart as Baghdad in Iraq and Cordoba in Spain.

The beginning of science
Change was slow to come. In Europe the teachings of Galen continued almost until the 17th
century, and were the basis of medicine in the Middle Ages and later. Then the Renaissance
brought change. Medicine became an important university study, though seem~nglymore as
an academic discipline than for the practice of healing the sick. Treatment of disease
continued to be carricd out by apolhecaries and barbers, while the actual care of the sick
remained in the hands of the Church. Knowledge of anatomy advanced when the curiosity of
the Renaissance overcame the taboo on dissecting the human body. Dissection was carried
out in Italy, culminating in Vesalius' class~calstudy De FIumarri corporisfobrica of 1543.
Sadly, veterinary medicine did not share in this Renaissance but became more and more
neglected. It was also slow to benefit from the 17th century age of enlightenment. It was well
into the 18th century before agricultural practices changed significantly, and treatment of
animals had fallcn into the hands of mostly ignorant and unqualified farriers and leeches. A

few however were noted as healers and bone-setters, and there was sufficient expenise in
England for a l~verycompany of farrie1.s to be set up in 1694.
W a r a n d epidemic disease
There was a real st~mulusfor change early In the 18th centu~y, It came from two separate
sources, both operating morc slrongly in cont~nentalEurope than in Br~tain.Firstly, wars
were continually being waged across EUI-ope and armies were dependent on cavalry.
Secondly, and ultimately more importantly, epideniics of cattle plague swept into Europe
from Russia, decimating the livestock and threalening cconomic ruin to agr~culture.
Physicians were called in to adv~se,but their lack of vererlnary knowledge, coupled wlth Lhe
att~tude that i t was beneath their dignity to treat animals, meant that these large-scale
outbl-eaks defeated them.
Academic development in Europe
France was the ilrst country to takc action, for before 1710 m d 1714 more than half thc cattle
in France were lost from plagues that had by now become endemic. It was the far-sighled and
scholarly Claude Bourgelat, horseman and self-trained vetcrinar~an,who sugpcstcd it was
time to set up schools to study animal health and disease. His was the prune influence in
establishing the Royal Velrr~naryCollege in Lyons in 1762, followed four years later by a
second school at Alfort in I-'aris. T h ~ s eschools were imrned~atclysuccessful in attracting
good students and teachers from all over Europe, many of them already qualified physicians
and surgeons who saw the new field as opportunity and challenge. The Swedish botanist
Linnacus was amongst thaw who sent students to France, The medical proCcsi~on,relieved of
the responsibility of trqing to treat diac;~s~:rthcy knew noth~ngabout gave strong support to
these colleges, and vcterinary studies were soon fully accepted inlo the French acadeln~c
community.
T h e Veterinary College in London
England was slow to act, and tlrcrc we1.e over 20 veterinary schools in Europe beforc the f ~ l s t
one was started in England. This was not too surprising because we were to some extent
protected by the Channel from the plague outbreak\ in Europe, and our battles wcrc more
likely to be fought by the Navy from ships than by the Army on horseback. Bul cattle plague
did ever~luallyspread to England, and in 1714 George I called on his own surgeon to the
Royal F-loi~sehold,Thomas Rates, to asiirt. Batcs described ~n detail how he dealt with the
outbreak. By laying down precise details of isolation, cleanliness and slaughter he controlled
it in three months, whereas previously they had draggcd on for a year o r more. Hc also
persuaded the Kinp to start the practice of royal bounty, giving the farmers 40 shillings for
every animal slaugh~cred.
Anothel- 60 years passed before formal action was taken. A group of Farmers formed a society
for the improvement of agriculture. Meeting in the George Inn at Odiham they became
known as the Odiham Society of Hampshire. One of their members visited the Paris
veterinary school and reported ruehlly that thel-e were a hundred students from every country
except England. The Society agreed to hlnd two students to go to Paris, but with the French
Revolution looming nothing came of this.

But the movement to improve agriculture continued. Granville Penn, the grandson of the
better-known William, founder of Pennsylvania, was a self-appointed reformer who enjoyed
campaigning for good causes and this cause appealed to him. By coincidence a French
veterinary surgeon from the Pans school was visiting England at t h ~ stime. It hccms that
Charles Vial dc Saint-Be1 had hllen out with his colleagues in Paris and came hcrc to get
away from them. He fell in love, married an English wife and decided to stay. Saint-Bel, in
association with Granville Pcnn, put fonvnrd proposals For a veterinary \chool in London on
the lines of the one in ~ a r i sThe
. ~ time was ripe and their plan soon gaincd high lcvcl support
from scientists, led by the President of the Royal Society (Sir Joseph Bal~k?),logclher with
the Presidents of the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons (George Baker and Everard
Home respective,ly) who all applauded the idea. John Hunter' i influence tc.,o a w important,'"
and the Odiham Socicty joined in A \ a result a Veterinary College was inslituted in 1.nndon
in March 1791, with Sainbel (as he became known in England) as its Principal and Professor
and with its premises in Camden Town.
John Hunter, togcthcr with his elder brother William, following the path of the Monros in
Edinburgh, had long studled conip;~rativeanaLomy. T o Hur~terlhc natural world was
and
indivisible and virtually all his researches, anatomy, physiology or pathology were
comparative. He wrote:
'in

the cour~~c.
of a variety oT experiment\ on animals and vegelables I have fcequently

. . . pointed out some principle common to both'.

He foresaw the need for trained veterinary surgcons when hc \;\id:
'the incompetence of persons to whom the veterinary practice has been abandoned has
drawn contempt upon the art . . . the nation requires a vetellnary school in which the
stlucture and diseases of animals can be s~icnt~fically
taught . . . mcn of liberal
education w ~ l l cease to look on veterinary medicine a < a mean and deg~adctl
profession'.7
Early days of the Veterinary College
Hunter's support added prestige to a new profession striving to gain respect. He was VicePrincipal of the College and lectured to its classes. As had happened in France, i t at first
attracted good qual~t)\taU and \tudcnts, many of them already qualified in medicine. Sadly it
was not to last, unlikt: In Europe. Thcre were troubled times ahead for the London College,
and it was slow to become effective. Sainbel was not an inspired choice as the first principal;
he was irascible, his English n:as limited and he rcscnted the influencc of the medical
profession. In spite of h ~ ' qualific;~tions
:
hc c c l n s to have had a poor knon:lcdp of veterinary
science. Indeed his death shortly nllcr was due to an infect~onpicked up whcn operating on a
horse suffering from glanders, not realising that it was infectious. Teaching ~n the College
came to a halt but was rescued by Hunter and his surgical colleagues, who continued to teach
the veter~nar),students alongside their medical students without fee, so some of the work of
the College was kept going. Hunter also made available to them nearly 1400 specimens of
plants and animals from his own d~ssectingroom.
Sainbel's successor was equally unsuitable. There were two candidates; Edward Coleman, an
~~nsuccessful
London surgeon, and Will~amMoorcroft, the first and (at this time) only

Englishman qualified as a veterinary surgeon. Moorcroft had started as apprentice to the
surgeon John Lyon in Liverpool and had been asked to treat an epidemic of cattle plague in
Lancashire. Discouraged by his fallure, he went to London to seek the advice of John Hunter
who suggested he go to France to train as a veterinary surgeon. He took this advice and thus
became the first Englishman to qualify in veterinary medicine. By the time the Veterinary
College had been started, Moorcroft was running a very lucrative practice at 244 Oxford St,
treating the horses of the aristocracy. Nevertheless he was at first prepal-ed to move into the
academic field after Sainbel's death. Whilst he was the ideal candidate, the surgeons
perversely supported their colleague Coleman, so a compromise was made by appointing
them jointly. It did not work and within a few weeks Moorcroft resigned, leaving Coleman in
sole charge, An unsuccessful surgeon with no experience in animals, he was equally
ineffective as princ~pal of the Veterinary College. He lowered standards, shortening the
course from three years to three months and limiting its scope to little except horse surgery.
He Ihelc back vcterinary development for decades, and neither the medical profession nor the
government held the London College in any regard. Coleman's authority remained
unchallenged, until the founding of a second veterina~ycollege In Edinburgh by William
D ~ c kin 1823 provided a serious alternative for bright young men to go to study.
Later developments in Britain

Eventually the College sorted out its affairs and received a royal charter. In 1881 the
Veterinary Surgeons Act was passed, which recognised the independent status of thc
prolcss~on and abol~shed unqual~fied practice. It also broke the link with the medical
profession, to some extent to the detriment of both.
Moorcroft (1767-1825), the might-have-been
W h ~ l s t having a place in history as the first veterinary surgeon, W ~ l l ~ a m
Moorcroft's
subsequent career was s o extraordinary that he deserves more than just being a figure in the
background. After resigning from the Veterinary College, instead of golng back to his
Oxford Street practice he took the astonishing ste of becoming superintendent of cavalry to
the Army in India. Me never returned to England.!Certainly the Army's breeding stock was
in a sorry state and needed improv~ng. Moorcroft had heard of the famous horses on whom
armies of Mongols and Cossacks had for hundred of years swept across the plains of Central
A s ~ a wreaking
,
havoc wherever they went. Even the Chlnese had been trying to get hold of
what they described as these 'heavenly horses', and Moorcroft decided to search out some of
t h e ~ rstallions for breedlng purposes. He set out for Bokhara, one of the historic clties of the
Silk Route (today in Uzbekistan), and to do what no European had done; to cross the
Himalayas from India into Central Asia.
Moorcroft's first two attempts to cross the mountains failed, for he was delayed by hostlle
tr~besmenand trapped by winter weather. His th~rdand successful attempt started in 1820,
and it took him over five years to get to his destination. H e travelled with a large caravan
carrying stores for his own needs, and also merchandise to barter, bribe and placate warlords
on the way. His route was devious, for when the Chinese refused him passage one way he
went another. He eventually crossed the Khyber Pass into Afghanistan, then as now a hotbed
of warring armles, and continued north over the Hindu Kush mountains. He suffered arrest,
robbery and attempted murder, but he persisted and survived. His medical expertise stood
him in good stead. Me did not hurry; wherever he went he treated the d~seasesnot only of the

courts of the rulers he hoped to influence, but also of the villagers and their livestock. I-Ie
specialised in the operation of 'couching' for cataract, and is said to have restored the sight of
many people during his years in the mountains. He reviewed his results carehlly, for he
refused to operate on anyone unless he would be around for some weeks to follow their
progress.
Throughout his travels Moorcroft sent voluminous dispatches about everything he saw, as
well ah transm~ttinghis views on local politics and science. He wrote at great length, his
biographer8 describing his writings as an editor's nightmare.
Finally he reached Bokhara, the flrst Englishman to have vlsited [here since Elizabeth's time,
and the first ever to have come from thc south across the h~ghestmountain rangc in the world.
He entered through the city gates that still stand and have seen so many travellers pass before
and slnce, and he was received by the Emir in the audience court of his castle. The Emir was
courteous and promised him all the horses he wanted, but he was fickle, for he delivered
none. MoorcroFt spent five months in Bokhara, reporting back to the Indian government that
there was a strong Russ~anpresence in Central Asia, and that he suspected they were there
not merely to trade, but to flnd a back door to India and oust the Brit~sh.This was a
remarkably accurate prediction of the 'Great Game'. the Anglo-Russian conflict of the 19th
century that still rumbles on. D~sillusioned,he left Bokhara and turned back for India. By
was underm~ned.Only a few days march from Bokhara he died
now he was 58 and h ~ health
s
in mysterious circumstances, whether from ill-health, by his own hand or the hand of a
murderer is uncertain.
One may characterise Moorcroft as a surgeon, an intrepid explorer, a shrewd tradesman, an
amateur politician or a spy, for he was something of all of these. It is tempting to wonder
whether this energetic, tenacious, obsessional man would have driven through the progress of
the London Veterinary College better than Sainbel and Coleman, had he chosen to devote his
talents to it. One may speculate whether John Hunter would have been disappointed or proud
of his protCg.6, but it is likely that he would have approved.

Sir Clifford Allbutt (1836-1925)
Although one of the unwanted effects of the Veterinary Surgeons Act of 1881 was the loss of
contact between practitioners of human and animal medicine, some tried to maintain them,
none more so than Sir Thomas Clifford Allbutt. Born in Yorkshire, he practised as a
physician in Lceds for some years before becoming Regius Profcssor of Physic in
~ a r n b r i d ~ Here
e . ~ in 1919 he tried to persuade the University to set up:
'a central inslitute of comparative pathology, which must include professional unils
for diseases of plants and animals and the means of blending these departments with
the neighbouring departments of the diseases of man . . . we cannot tell how bright
will be the cross-lights which . . . will be thrown upon the Fields of the several
pathologies of all kinds of life'.
W h ~ l s ta small Inst~tuteof Pathology was slarted, Allbutt's Ideas did not fully come to
fruition until after the Second World War, long after his death, when the Cambr~dgeSchool
of Clinical Veterinary Medicine was established. If Allbutt had his disappointments in
Cambridge, he had more success in London. He and the leading veterinary surgeon Sir

Frederick Hobday set up the Section of Comparative Medicine of the Royal Society of
Medicine in 1923. The section has ever since continued to shine Allbutt's cross-lights on the
field of comparative medicine.
Anaesthes~a may take pride In having particularly strong links. Apart from joint research
projects, many of our institutions are open to both medical and veterinary members. We have
shared examiners and our College has honoured veterinary anaesthetists, wh~lst one
University Medical School has had a veterinary anaesthetist heading its Department of
Anaesthesia.
Today, as Lord Soulsby has advocated, science has developed in such a way that the
professions are cornlng together. Recently the Medical Research Council has set up a
Colnparatlve Clinical Science Panel to encourage researchers from the two fields to work
together. Perhaps the wheel is coming the full circle and we shall go into the future together.
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Dr D k n g , Anaesthetic SpR, Southend Hospital
Dr A Hassani, Consultant Anaesthetist, Broomfield Hospital
Dr S White, Consultant Anaesthetist, Royal London Hospital

If the history of anaesthes~atruly began in October 1846 with the demonstration of the use of
ether to facilitate surgery, then the reporting of anaesthetic-related critical Incidents followecl
soon after. We would like to report what we believe to be the original anaesthetic critical
incident report, by Dr Jonathan Perreira in January 1847.

Dr Perreira's medical career began as a pharmacist and he is most famous for producing the
great work The Elements of Mareria Medica. However, he subsequently became a Fellow of
the Royal College of Surgeons. Practising as a surgeon at the London Hospital, he was
involved in some of the first operations performed using ether In Britain

'

W T G Morton had first demonstrated the use of e ~ h e rto aid surgery in October 1846 at the
Massachusetts General Hospital. It was not long before this new technique was applied in
Britain. On 18 December 1846, Robert Liston performed the first major surgery in Britain
under ether anaes~hcsiawhen he amputated a leg at the thigh, using an inhalat~onalapparatus
devised by the pharmacist Peter Squire 2 , 3 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1

Dr Perreira wrote frequently to the President of the Pharmaceutical Soc~ety,Mr Jacob Bell,
regarding medical matters. On 14 January 1847, just one month after the f~rstoperation using
ether In Britain, he described an incident of equipment failure as quoted below, together with
an illustration of the fault (Figure 2):
'We had a patient today brought to the London Hospital with a compound dislocation
of the ankle requiring amputation. He took the ether and he became most gloriously
drunk. The valve to our apparatus failed to act; it was a ball made of wood not pith
and w a found
~
too heavy. We managed without the valve. An assistant put his finger
over the hole when inspiration was effected and removed it when expiration took
place. We took off the box containing the valve and substituted the finger'.

This is the wa!

Finger

11 ought 10

have bccn used.

\

hlouthpicce

Figure 2
In those days as now, the safe administration of anaesthesia required vigilance and the ability
to respond immediately to unforeseen problems. Confronted with a malfunctioning expiratory
valve, Perreira recognised the fault and ~mproviseda safe alternat~ve.Even though no harm
came to the patient, he then took steps to inform colleagues in case they should encounter the
same problem. In doing so he became the author of the first anaesthetic- related critical
Incident report.
It is interesting to note that despite the years that have elapsed, similar problems of faulty
breathing system valves continue to occur and are regularly reported in the literature.
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PUBS AND ANAESTHETISTS
The Arms of the Royal Collcgc of Anacsrhetists depict Joseph Clover and John Snow, two of
our anaesthetic heroes from the past. Snow started the ball rolling In terms of safety with his
calibrated ether vaporiser, described in 1847 in On the inhalation of rhe vapour of ether in
surgicnl operations. Of coursc he is equally well-known for his epidern~ologicaladventures
w ~ t hthe pump handle in Broad Strcct. This summer, whilst in tourist-mode, I wandered
along to the end of Camahy Street, turned left, and made my way to 39 Broadwick Street and
had a look at the John Snow pub. The two things to note are the. small plaque and the kerb.
The plaque states: 'The Red Granite kerbstone marks the site of the historic BROAD
STFSET PUMP associated wlth Dr John Snow's discovery In 1854 chat Cholera is conveyed
by water'.
Let me fin~shby exploding a myth associated with John Snow, the only anaesthetist to have
had a pub named after him (Figure). Should you ever visit Evian in France, on the sourh
shore of Lake Geneva, you will find a pub dedicated to an anaesthetist who, in my humble
(submitted by John Pring)
opinion, is of great contemporary relevance.

A SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF DR JONATHAN PERREIRA (1804-1853)
Dr D King, Anaesthetic SpR, Southend Hospital
Dr S W h ~ t eConsultant
,
Anaesthetist, Royal London Hospital,
Dr A Hassani, Consultant Anaesthetist, Broomfield I-Iospital
Dr Jonathan Perreira is best known for his work as a pharmacist and for the great work The
Elements of Materia Medica which made his name famous to scientists of the nineteenth
century. However he is of interest to anaesthetists as the man who documented the earliest
anaesthetic-related critical incident, in January 1847.
Jonathan Perreira was born in Shoreditch, London on 22 May 1804, the son of Dan~elLopes
Perre~ra,an underwriter at Lloyds of London. The family was of Jewish descent and had
settled in London, having left Portugal many years befol-e. Jonathan was schooled in a
'Classical Academy' in Queen Street, Finsbury, from the age of 10 onwards. At the age of 15
he was articled to a naval surgeon and apothecary named Latham, at the time a general
practitioner i n the City Road. In 182 1 he entered the Aldersgate Street School of Medicine,
where hc s~udiedmedicine, materia medica and chemistry, natural philosophy and botany. In
1822 he began to atlend S1 Bartholomew's I-lospital to practise surgery. He obtained his first
qualifications in 1823 when he became a Licentiate of the Society of Apothecaries, and at the
tender age of 19 was appointed Resident Medical Officer to the Aldersgate Street Dispensary.

In his new post Peneira discovered his vocation as a teacher To assist his students he
translated the London Pharmacopoeia of 1824 fl-om Latin to Engl~sh.This was the flrst of a
long and ~lluslriouslist of publ~cations.Also published around t h ~ slime were the first ed~tion
of his Selectae Prescriptis and a Manualfor Medlcal Srudenrs. After publication of a Table of
Atomic Numbers in 1827, he concentrated his studies on collecting material for what was to
become his great work, The Elements of Materia ~Medica.To help him with this book he took
lessons at this time in German and French. The first edition of The Elements of Materia
Medica was published i n 1839 and a further four editions were extensively republished
abroad
In 1825 Perreira became a Member of the Royal College of Surgeons. In 1826 he was
appointed Lecturer in Chemistry in the Aldersgate Street School of Medicine. He lectured
two or sometimes three times a day, and his class was so large that he erected a new lecture
theatre at a personal cost of some f700. In 1828 he was elected a member of [he Linnaean
Soclety.
Jn September 1832 he married Louisa Ann Lucas 'of the well known I-lampshire fam~ly'.The
marriage produced no children, but at sometime after the wedding he then left the Aldersgate
Dispensary, where he had been Resident Medical Officer, to begin general practice. He was
offered the post of Professor of Materia Medica at St Bartholomew's but declined because it
involved relinquishing all other duties. In 1833 he succeeded Dr Cordon as Lecturer in
Materia Medica at the London tlospital.

In 1838 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, and in 1840 became a Member of the
Royal College of Physicians, the College having declined the right to examine him on his
knowledge of Materia Medica. In 1845 he was elected Vice-President of the Royal
Chirurgical Society of London. In 1846 the demonstration of the use of ether at the

Massachusetts General Hospital saw the birth of a new spec~alty.As a practising surgeon and
physician w ~ t ha detailed knowledge of pharmacology Perreira was ideally suited to early
anaesthetic practice. He was prcscnt at some of the first operations performed under ether
anaesthesra, Indeed he was the first to document an anaesthetic mishap, as reported In a
separate paper, effectively inventing the c r ~ t ~ c incident
al
report.
On 20 January 1853 Perreira suffered premature death at the age of 48. H a v ~ n gbeen confined
to bed for five weeks following bilateral rupture of the quadriceps tendons, experienced
v ~ o l e n tprecordial pain. T o the doctors summoned, he stated- 'Gentlemen, you can do
nothing. 1have broken something near my heart'. No post mortem was periormed, the cause
of death b e ~ n gstated as 'Rupture of Blood Veshel near the Heart'

In tribute to Pcrreira, a committee was formed at the London Hospltal to decide how best to
perpetuate his memory. They recommended the execution of a bust by M r Macdowell and a
,
periodical of
portrslt by Mr Pound, both suggcatior~sbeing adopted. The A l h e n ~ ~ ~ar nleading
the time, made the following comments:
'Dr Perrelra r a s e d therapeutics from the chaos of hypothesis and absurdity and placed
it upon a true scientific basis. He possessed the great faculty of labor~ousnc\s
w~thout which no one can o b t a ~ n laurels In the ~lninterestlng study of Materra
M e d ~ c .a. . T o such men humanity is indebted, and the name Perre~raw ~ l loccupy a
prominent placc In the h~storyof s c ~ e n c ein the n~neteenthcentury'.
Reference
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THEATRE OF OPERATIONS OPERATING THEATRE DESIGN
Dr M Essex-Lopresti
Chairman of Hospital Building Project Teams,
North West Metropolitan Regional Hospital Board,
Late Deputy Secretary, Council for Postgraduate Medical Education in England and Wales
This talk is based on my paper in the Department of Medical History section of the ~ a n c e l '
and the sources of a number of my quotations are included in the references in that paper.

Introduction
Anaesthetists and theatre staff know more about operating theatres than do surgeons, who pay
us a visit two or three times a week. It is not insignificant, therefore, that the doctor appo~r~ted
to serve on the planning team for the Surgical Block at Guys Hospital was Philip Hell~well,
senlor anaesthetist, and the first doctor recruited to work on the plans for the MRC/NHS
hospital at Northwick Park was John Nunn, then Professor of Anaesthesia at Leeds.
We know that operative procedures were performed from medieval times, but my story
begins when dedicated theatres were built to accommodate audiences. I shall speak briefly on
alterations over the years to accommodate changes In surgical practice and the interests of
anaesthetists; the provision of an add~t~onal
room for patient recovely before returning to the
wal-d, and later a room for the induction of anaesthesia; attempts to reduce the risk of hospital
infection entering theatre, and finally the significant changes in theatre design consequent
upon revised arrangements for the steril~zationof instruments and bowls.
Theatre Design

Until the 18th century operations were carried out in hospital wards, a patient's home or the
doctor's surgery. An early operating theatre was built at St Thornas' in 1751 and a second
theatre, whlch has been preserved, was built in 1821; the first was demolished when London
Bridge Station was constructed. In 1880 Burdett advised:
'The operation room must always be kept in such a condition as to be quickly
rendered ready for use in case of emergency .... Needles threaded, ligatures cut to
proper lengths, sponges of various sizes in bowls etc. When requlred i t will then only
be necessary to light the fire, get a supply of hot and cold water and ice, lay out
instruments likely to be required, and have at hand a little wine and brandy'.
Seats for audiences are shown in a painting of a London Hospital theatre in 1880 and in a
photograph at UCH in 1898; though they provided an adequate view for heroic surgery they
were most unsuilable for [he more intimate surgery possible under anaesthesia. The theatres
at the London Hospital had viewing galleries, and even under the NHS theatres were being
built with glass windows over the operating table, with access for students on the floor above
Viewing galleries have now been abandoned and a television camera is sometimes mounted
over the table.

In the past there were plenty of windows in theatres; a Ministry of Health report in 1937
recommended windows facing the north, or possibly skylights. The Hospital Building
Bulletin No l (Operating Theatre Suites 1957) stated: 'It IS desirable, however, to have some
daylight in the theatre but moderately sized windows should suff~ce'.Nevertheless, thc first
new NHS Hospital (the QE Jl at Welwyn) had no windows in the theatres, and there has been
an informal conflict between surgeons and anaesthetists since then. In theatre designs for
which I was responsible I always provided a row O F high level window^,^ double glazed with
blinds between the glass. This could be ach~evedwhere a theatre ce~lingwas h~gherthan that
of adjoining rooms or corridors.
Associated Rooms
Burdett, describing one hospital, tells us: 'the building contains, besides the operation room, a
small room in which grave cases, which require rest and warmth after an operation, can be
placed'. The provision of a recovery room became w~delyrecognised, though the 1937
Ministry of Health report suggcstcd Lhat the plaster room 'might on occasions be used a5 3
recovery room'.
With the advent of anaesthes~ain 1847, Professor James Simpson feared that patients could
be alarmcl1 when wheeled into a theatre packed with students. He wrote 'the patient ought to
be left, as far as possible, in a state of absolute quietude and freedom from mental excitement,
both during the induction of etherisation and during his recovery from it'.
Infection
Staff, patients and supplies entered the theatre suite from a hospital corridor (Figure l), and it
was feared that infect~oncould be carried into theatres on clothing, feet and trolley wheels, 1.n
the early days of the NHS a red line wits drawn on the floor at the entrance; here patients
were transferred to theatre trolleys, and staff were expected to change and cover their shoes.
As a development of this, a transfer zone was introduced in some suites between the hospital
and the theatres (F~gure2); all the staFf changing rooms, anaesthetic rooms, s~ster'soffice and
the recovery room were sited in this zone, and access to the 'clean s ~ d e was
'
only through one
of these rooms. The idea was sound, but one disadvantage was that the anaesthetic rooms,
though close to the theatres, were not immediately adjacent to them.
Within the theatre sulte plans were considered for separating the clean and dirty trolleys to
and from the operating theatres. A theatre in a row has only two sides available for corridors,
so initially a 'dirty' corridor was provided along the back of the row, and 'clean' supplies
shared the space used by staff and patients entering and leaving the theatres. Alternatively the
back corridor was used for moving 'clean' supplies into the theatres. One scheme worked
upon, but never built, was to provide a split level corridor along the back to separate 'clean'
and 'dirty' supplies from staff and patients (Figure 3), with clean supplies reaching the
theatres at waist height and dirty supplies leaving at ground level.3 In the course of time more
reliance was placed on ventilation systems and discipline was relaxed, with no attempt made
to restrict the movement of beds and staff in and out of the theatres. Nevertheless, a PHLS
Report on surgical site infection, Analysis of a year's srrrveillance in English Hospitals 19971998, suggested that more work was needed to reduce post-operative morbidity.4
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Sterilising
Originally each theatre was equipped with boiling water sterilisers for bowls and instruments,
but the 1937 Ministry of Health report advocated that a steriliser and a sink room should be
s ~ t e din an adjacent room, w~thoutdoors, preferably shared by two theatres. T h ~ swas reiterated in the 1937 Ministry of Health Hospital Building Bulletin. Heat and steam made the
theatre uncomfortable, the extract ventilation drew in hospital infection, and the noise of
bowls and instruments being washed was amplified by the bathroom-like finish. Further,
nursing staff were condemned to cleaning the bowls and instruments, boiling them and laying
up trolleys with cheatle forceps. I suggcstcd5 that the sterilisers and sink rooms should be
removed from theatres (Figure 4); this caused great consternation among surgeons who were
worried about the 'dropped or forgotten instrument'. Theatre Sisters were more impressed
and promised to deal with the surgeons.
Our first schemes were a twin suite at Harefield, a five-theatre suite at Edgware and six
theatres at Stevenage. A 'Theatre Sterilc Supply [:nit' was subsequently incorporated by the
Department of Health in its Hospital Building Notes, and now the absence of sterilising in
theatres is widely recognised. Most theatres now receive their sterile supplies from a CSSD
some d~stancefrom the theatres, and sometimes in different hospitals.

The Future
The Department of Health recently published a report for the Department of Trade and
Industry called The Operating Roonz of !he Year 2010.~ This was produced by a team
including one anaesthetist and two surgeons (one of the surgeons taking the chair). A mockup of the suggested operating theatre was built in the Millenium Dome. Robots were much in
evidence. The surgeon was sitting in an adjoining room, wearing 'virtual reality' goggles and
driving surgical instruments by remote control. An anaesthetist was sitting at display consoles
controlling the anaesthesia in several theatres. It is envisaged that X-rays are to be phased out
because of the radiation risk, and in their place will be ultrasound and MRI. The theatre will
consequently be in virtual magnetic field and industry is being asked to produce surgical
instruments, including scalpels and needles, of non-metallic materials. It seems thal there will
be nobody in theatre except a patient.
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S O M E ASPECTS O F PRE-1950's ANAESTHESIA B E F O R E T H E F I R S T
DESIGNER ANAESTHETIC
Dr J Pring
Consultant Anaesthetist. Penzance
Professor Alan Dronsfield is going to tell you about the first designer anaesthetic [see
subsequent paper]. I am going to touch briefly on some aspects of pre-1950s anaesthesia.
Di-ethyl ether

No account of anaesthesia prior to the 1950's would be complete witliout a brief mention of
di-ethyl ether, originally prepared by the German scientist Valerius Cordus in 1540, and
rising to prominence in the 1840s which as you all know is another story!
An agent that stood the test of tlme -ether - was cheap, highly volatile and flammable with a
very strong and characteristic smell. It stimulated respiration, maintained blood pressure,
caused bronchodilatation, and had a slow onseL, and slow recovery (with a high bloodlgas
parhtlon coefficient of 12). It had a vapour dens~tyof 37 (air is 1.4), so it rema~nedIn the
pharynx or fell to the floor (where it rema~neda hazard). Despite all this it was otherw~sea
safe and a good sole anaesthetic agent because of its analgesic effect combined wlth good
abdominal relaxation. Any disadvantages? 'Recovery rooms awash with vomit' is how one
old ODA described ether anaesthesia! Postoperative nausea and vomiting were certainly
very common, perhaps experienced by P J O'Rourke, who said in Modern Manners:
'Actually, there is no way of making vomiting courteous. You have to do the next best thing,
which is to vomit in such a way that the story you tell about it later will be amusing!'
Unlike ethylene, nitrous oxide and cyclopropane, ether is irritant to the respiratory mucosa,
an important consideration during a too rapid induction of anaesthesia. One of our members.
John Powell, has written 'If you have a big strong man for a hernia repair, save yourself a lot
of embarrassment and give him a spinal instead''
James C rickso on' summed up early 20th century practice when he said that 'inhalation
anaesthesia was administered either by open drop ether or chloroform, or nitrous o x ~ d eand
l~rnltedconcentrations of oxygen delivered vla a reservoir bag and mask'.
Ethylene
Cont~nuingour anaesthetic odyssey I'm going to jump now to ethylene, or ethene, CzI-14,the
first member of the alkene series of hydrocarbons. It is one of the most widely manufactured
synthetic organic chemicals, used to produce the plastics polyethylene, polychloro-ethylene.
and polyvinyl chloride (or PVC). It was prepared by Ingenhaus in 1799, and its anaesthetic
properties were discovered by the physiologist A B Luckhardt and J B Carter in 1923. It is
colourless, has an unpleasant odour which was often masked by eucalyptus or lavender, is
non-irritating to the airway but highly flammable, and mixed with oxygen or air readily
explodes with an explosive range in oxygen between 2 and 809'0.; 12.20% o r more of oxygen
was usually required during use so that care was needed with naked flame, cautery or

diathermy. It is slightly lighter than air (vapour density 13.87) and with a boiling point of
-105°C can be liquefied at 10°C under 60 atmospheres pressure. It is obtalned from natural
gas or coal gas, or by the dehydration of ethanol. It is also produced d u r ~ n gplant metabolism
and is classified as a plant hormone, important in the ripening OF h i t . Small amounts of
ethylene are often added to the air surrounding fru~tto artificially promote r~pening.
As what we would consider a 'safe' anaesthetic, ethylene was much l ~ k enltrous oxide basically hopeless unless your favourite colour was blue. How d ~ dredhlue colour-blind
anaesthetists cope? Cyanosis seems to have been an accepted occurrence during anaesthesia.
The 1945 edition of Minnitt and Gill~esTextbook of Anaesthetics describes 'a colour of the
skin definitely blue, but not blackish blue' as one of the signs of hlly developcd nitrous
oxide anaesthesia, with 'a blackish blue colour' one, of the five slgns of overdose1 Ethylene
was administered in a closed circuit with C02 absorption; the rn~nimal loss of ethylene
through the expiratory valve reduced the explosion hazard. Owing to its low solubility (low
blood/gas partition coefficient 0.14 - even lower than nitrous oxide 0.47) onset of
unconsciousness and recovery were rapid, but there was more nausea and vorn~tingthan with
N 2 0 - but less than with ether or chloroform.
Moving further afield for a moment, Greece sits at the confluence of three tectonic plates
which shift and continually stretch and uplift the area, which is riddled with faults.
~ e o l o ~ i shave
t s ~ found
~ ~ that two faults inte~:,cctdirectly beneath the pagan temple of Apollo
and the Oracle OF Delphi, located about 7 5 kilometres north-west of Athens. The temple was
destroyed several times, and the ruins date From a reconstruction in the fourth century BC. It
is said that intoxicating fumes (believed to be the smell from the decaying Python which
Apollo is said to have killed) rose from a cleft in the floor near the centre of a small, enclosed
chamber in the basement of the temple. Here, according to legend, a priestess sat on a brass
tripod, before emerging to pronounce the oracle in the ancient Cretan tongue, which was
gibberish to the uninitiated, but was translated or interpreted by the priest and given to the
enquirer. Analysis of hydrocarbon gases in spring water near the site of the temple has
revealed traces of ethylene - which would account For the putrid smell, the intoxication of the
priestess (in the first anaesthetic room on record), and - as the temple was destroyed once by
fire - what is perhaps the first reported anaesthetic explosion!

In the mid 1930s cyclopropane came into use. and interest in ethylene waned, although there
were still some who continued to use it.

Cyclopropane
The anaesthetic properties of cyclopropane, C3HG,
first prepared by the Viennese chemist
August von Freund in 1882, were discovered by Lucas and Hcnderson in Toronto in 1929,
and its use developed by Watcrs in 1933. The main problems with pre-1950s agcnts were
those of nausea, vomiting, explosions, flammability, toxicity, arrhythmias and difficulty In
production. Cyclopropane was colourlcss, sweet tasting, non-irritanL, with a vapour dens~tyof
21 (one and a half times as dense as air), but with a tendency to cause arrhythmias or
bradycardia and respiratory depression, as well as being flammable and explos~ve(with
flammability limits between 2.5 and 60% in oxygen and 2.4 and 10.4% In air). But ~t gave a
smooth and rapid induction, and dcpth of anaesthesia could be rapidly altered. Moreover a
h ~ g hpercentage of oxygen could be used with it, and the patients were therefore not
cyanosed. Gale and waters4 first described endobronchial anaesthesia in 1931, and

~ o s w o r t h ~in ' t h ~ scountry used cyclopropane with controlled vent~lation in a closed circuit
for thoracic surgery in 194 1
One thing which puzzled me was how Ralph Waters had the luck to introduce cyclopropane
into clinical practice. There was little if any mention of this at the Celebratory Meeting in
for a
Madison in June 2002 and I am indebted ro our Honorary Member Lucien MOI-r~s
personal communicar~onwhich answered my question and which I would like to share wirh
you now. Dr Samuel Johnston, Head of the Department of Anaesthesia at the Toronto
General Hospital, denied William Easson Brown's request to start using cyclopropane for
short surgical procedures, following three deaths involving the use of ethyl chloride in
Toronto, with attendant adverse newspaper reporting. Harold Randall Griffith and Ralph
Waters sat together in Montreal in 1929 to listen to Professor Velyien Henderson from
Toronto, the fil-st person to have received a cyclopropane anaesthetic, administered by Dr
Willlam tasson Brown. Waters saw the potential of t h ~ snew agent, obtained 10 gallons of it
at a cost of $16, and on 19 August 1930 gave the first cyclopropane anaesthetic for an
appendicectomy. Stiles, Neff, Rovenstine and Waters presented a paper at the 12th Annual
Congress of Anesthetists in October 1933 on cyclopropane anaesthesia used in 447 patients.
G r ~ f f ~ was
t h present at an Anesthetists Travel Club meeting in Madison on 7 October 1933,
and on 30th October he gave the first cyclopropane anaesthetic in Canada. Early in 1934, 350
anaesthetics later, Griffith commented.
'My conception of anaesthesia with the older agents (nitrous oxide and ethylene) is that we
adrninisrcs the gas plus enough oxygen to keep the patient alive; w ~ t hcyclopropane, on the
othcr hand, we a d m ~ n ~ s t oxygen
er
with just enough of the anaesthetlc gas to keep the paticnt
asleep' - a major culture change in anaesthesia. It is ~nterestingto note that Waters' hrst
cyclopropane anaesthetlc, and I-larold Griffith's first anaesthetic when curare was used in
1942, were both for appendicectomies.

I recently sent out a brief Questionnaire to all 63 anaesthetists in our Department in Cornwall
(35 consultants, 6 permanent non-consultants, and 22 trainees) and rece~ved59 replies I had
suspected that durlng a one-career tlme span historical Lrends in anaesthetic agent experience
would be revealed, The 59 anaesthetists surveyed ranged in age from 61 to 24, and had spent
between 34 years and 3 months giving anaesthetics. Whilst everyone had used isoflurane and
sevoflurane, only 3% had used chlorofonn, 41% ether, and 42% cyclopropane. Inte~cstingly,
of the trainee anaesthetists, 55% had never used halothane, and 75% had never used
enflurane. Usage of other agents was m~nimal,certainly amongst the trainees. There are one
or two people who do not 'fit in', but this can be explained by their having used ether whilst
working in India, or in Africa, especially under the auspices of the WFSA.
The British Prime hllinister Harold Macmillan, in a speech at Bedford in July 1957" said: 'Let
us be frank about it: most of our people have never had ~t so good'. Those here who were
practising anaesthetists pre-1950 must have thought you'd never had it so good, but as Alan
Dronsl~eld will shortly tell you, i t was going to get even better! It is always easy to see
solutions to problems when one looks back, and looking back one wonders why such awful
anaesthetic agents were ever used. Of course, that's all that were available. The 100 years or
so following Horace Wells' unfortunate demonstration of nitrous oxide anaesthesia saw not
only the introduct~onof a number of Important agents - ether, chloroform, cyclopropane, and
trichloroethy lene (each of course with ~ t ssupporters) but also major developments In
equ~pmentfor the delivery of these agents - from the srlnple apparatus used by Joseph Clover

to deliver chloroform (from Clover's 'finger on the pulse' to modem methods of monitoring
could take up a whole symposium!) via the long-serving Boyle's machine and the now
virtually historical Magill circuit, to the modem all-singing, all-dancing machine complete
with a multitude of (usually redundant) vaporisers and a generally reducing number of flow
meters.
Trichloroethylene
Trichloroethylene (Trilene) was another very cheap agent, popularised by Langton Newer in
the early 40s, and had on the one hand low volatility, and slow onset of effect - SVP at 20°C
is 60 mmHg, bloodlgas partition coefficient is high (9) and MAC 0.17% (eventually) -but on
the other hand it provided good analgesia during and after surgery and card~ovascular
stability, though with a tendency to arrhythm~as.Its vapour was much less irritant than ether,
with an odour similar to chloroform, so that waxoline blue was added to identify it.
Trichloroethylene was relatively pleasant to breathe.
And then in the 1950's came halothane
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HALOTHANE - THE FIRST DESIGNER ANAESTHETIC
Professor Alan Dronsfield
Professor of the History of Science. University of Derby
MS Margaret Hill
Honorary Research Ass~stant,University of Derby

Dr John P r ~ n g
Consultant Anaesthet~st.Penzance
The discovery and rise to popularity of halothane is considered In the context of the history of
Inhalation anaesthesia.
History
Until the 19th century surgery was seen as an intervention of last resort. The patient (and the
surgeon) recognised that the knife, scalpel and saw would be accompanied by terror and pain,
and the surgeon knew that infect~onand subsequent death would stalk h ~ sefforts. The
conquest of operative pain has a history that both pre- and post-dates Lister's work on
antiseptics. Although it is essentially a 19th century story, various methods have been used
slnce antiquity to lessen operative pain. These include hypnosis, narcotics prepared from
marijuana or belladonna, knocking the patient unconscious with a blow to the jaw, stupefying
with alcohol, and large doses of opium. Textbooks on surgery published in the first half of the
19th century p a ~ dscant regard to the problem of operative pain, and when they did it was to
cast doubt on the efficacy of the above methods. Pre-operative preparation was normally
restricted to the recommendation that enough strong men be provided to hold the patient
down.
Diethyl ether was noted by the alchemist Paracelsus to have a soporific effect on fowls
(1540), and in 1818 Michael Faraday noted ~ t sability to produce a profound lethargic state.
Humphry Davy reported the results of his researches on nitrous oxide in 1800: 'it appears
capable of destroying physical pain, it may be used with advantage during surgical
operations'. In 1824 Henry Hill Hickman reported the results or his experiments on animals
which he had part~allyasphyxiated with carbon diox~de.He wanted to use the-technique in
humans, but neither this nor the previous observations were followed up.
Three Americans are generally credited with the introduction of inhalation anaesthesia.
Crawford Williamson Long used sulphuric ether (diethyl ether) in 1842, Horace Wells
inhaled nitrous oxide himself while a tooth was extracted in 1844, and Wllliarn Morron gave
a public demonstration of surgical anaesthesia with ether at the Massachusetts General
Hospital in 1846. The era of truly painless operations had begun.
Anaesthesia with chloroform was announced ~n 1847 by Jarnes Simpson, and for the next
hundred years or so chloroform, ether and nitrous oxide reigned supreme. Other anaesthetic
agents came into use such as ethyl chloride, ethylene, cyclopropane, divinyl ether and
trichloroethylene, but all had disadvantages and there was a need for something better.

E n t e r t h e chlorofluorocompounds (CFCs)
Refrigeration in the late 1890s and early 1900s used the toxic gases ammonia, sulphur
dioxide and methyl chloride as heat transfer agents. Leakages of ammonia and sulphur
dioxide were immediately perceptible due to their odour, but methyl chloride gave little
indicat~onof its escape and in the 1920s several fatal accidents occurred. The search was on
for alternatives to the above gases. Thomas Midgley, an engineer and self-taught c h e m ~ s t
working for General Motors, addressed the problem and in 1928 came up with the first of the
CFCs, dichlorodifluoromethane reon on-12).' By 1935 i t had formed the basis of S million
refrigerators in the USA.
Non-flammable, non-toxic and volatile, it had all the characteristics of an ideal anaesthetic,
save one; it did not work. Animal studies showed that even in high doscs (20% by volume in
air for up to 8 hours per day), it produced mild to moderate tremors but no insensib~l~ty.
Nevertheless two years later Harold Booth and May Bixby reflected that: 'the best probability
of finding a new non-combustible anaesthetic gas lay in the field of organic fluoride
compounds'.2 They accounted for thetr approach thus:
'There is the indication that, like chlorine, fluorine substitution for hydrogen in
organic compounds lcsscns the flammability; for example fluoroform bums with
diFFiculty, whilst methane forms explosive mixtures with alr. T o narrow the field
further for an approach to this subject, it was logical to study those organic fluor~des
fluoride derivatives of
which are derivatives of the best known anaesthetics
chloroform'.
-

At the time fluoroform could not be prepared in sufficiently large amounts for animal studies,
so the researchers had to make do with dichloromonofluoromethane (CCl2HF) and
monochlorodifluoromethane (CCIHF2). They found that neither material hiid anaesthetic
potential. Even low doses were accompanied by d~strcss: ' 1 % caused the animal to
continuously, vigorously and frantically scratch and bite itself during Ihr 45 min ..., 4%
(induced) violent tremors. ., 6% unconsciousness not sufficiently deep for surgical
operations'. Using CCI2HF at 20%, despite added oxygen, caused death between 5 and I l
min.
New synthetic fluorinated hydrocarbons

In the mid 1940s E T McBee of Purdue University was busy developing new synthetic routes
to fluorinated hydrocarbons, and was able to present Benjamin Robbins with 46 such
compounds for consideration as potential anaesthetics. Crucial to his evaluation was his use
of the FD50lAD50 ratio, which gave an indication of the safety of a compourld .3 Fatal dose5 0 (FD50) was the concentration which caused death in 10 rnin of 50% of a mouse
population. Anaesthetic dose-50 (AD50) was that required to anaesthetise 50% of a mouse
population, again in 10 mln. Thus for safety the FD50 Figure should be high, and for
efficiency as an anaesthetic the AD value should be low. T o show potential, at least from a
safety perspective, the ratio FD50lAD50 should be high.
Robbins tabulated his data, and included the values for ether and chloroform for comparison
purposes. His conclusions were that all 46 of his fluorinated alkanes produced anaesthesia,
apart from the butane which he writes (incorrectly) as C4HCIF6. Species which had low

boiling polnts were associated with production of convulsions in the mlce, especially on
recovery. Within a group of related compounds, potency increases with increase in boiling
point. The introduction of a bromine atom increases the safety of an anaesthetic and its
potency.
Promising compounds
Using his data Robbins was able to select the 18 most promising compounds, and then tried
them out on dogs. His results were equivocal. All 18 induced anaesthesia but all, apart from
four, induced abnormal cardiac rhythms and all, in varying degrees, gave rise to falls in blood
pressure. He considered those agents which did not affect heart rhythm had potential: 'The
results obtained with four of these compounds (CF3CHBrCH3, CF3CHBr2, CF3CHCICH2CI
and CHF2CHCICH3) are such that we feel further investigations of them as possible
anaesthetic agents are indicated.
Robbins' results attracted little attention and there was no immediate follow-up work
Charles Suckling and ICI
The story then moves to the Imperial Chemical Industry's works at Widnes, Cheshire. This
was the centre for the British production of Freons (known as Arctons jn the UK). Research
chemist Charles Suckling recalled: 'We had at the Widnes Laboratories considerable
experience In the specialised techniques of the Arcton type of compound, and in our desire to
make further practical use of these substances, we decided to search among them and other
fluorine-containing compounds for an anae~thetic'.~
Foremost in his mind were three factors guiding him to likely candidates:
i). The inertness of fluorine in the C-F bond, especially in the CF3- and CF2= groups.
Apart from their inherent inertness, they also conferred stability to adjacent Chalogen bonds. Thus compounds of the type CF3.ChalogenX~ (where X=H or
halogen) slio~~ld
have high chemical stability and hence low toxicity.
ii). The Arctons which had C-H incorporated had a greater margin of safety associated
with them, compared with the totally halogenated alkanes. It was believed that the
greater polar nature of the former species enabled them to interact electrostatically
with 'brain molecules', and thus show anaesthetic effects at lower doses compared to
the latter group.
iji). J Ferguson had ( ~ n1939) proposed an Index of 'Relative Saturation' to assess a
molecule's potential for n a r c o s i ~ .Ether
~
vapour induces narcosis at a volume
concentration of 3.4%, that is a partial pressure (pa) of 3.4x7601100 mm Hg. Now the
saturated vapour pressure of ether at body temperature (ps) is 830 mm Hg.
~
namely 0.03.
Ferguson's Relative Saturation (=pa.ps) = 3 . 4 760/100/830,
Calculations based on 14 anaesthetrc agents showed that 86% had index values in the range
of 0.01 to 0.03. Analysis of some of Robbins' fluorinated alkanes showed, with the exception
of CF3CFI13r2, all had palps values greater than 0.03. T h ~ sdid not rule out anaesthetic
potent~alof the others, but it made it doubtful. Then Suckling's team re-investigated a few of

Robb~ns'compounds and added some of its own. Suckling evidently decided that a partial
pressure of 5 mm Hg was necessary to maintain anaesthesia, not Robbins' value of 0.3 mm
Hg.
Halothane

Bearing in mind Suckling's three considerations (presence of a CF3 group, CF, connection to
a C-H bond, and a palps ratio ideally 0.01-0.03), only one member of the list stands out,
Halothane, a new anaesthetic agent had
CF3CHBrCI, 1 . I. I -trifluoro-2-brorno-2-chloroethane.
been born. Charles Suckl~ngrecords In his (1958) patent:
'(it) is a particularly useful non-explosive inhalation anaesthetic, capable of producing
full surglcal anaesthesia over prolonged periods. . . . (it) gives an exceptionally smooth
and r a p ~ d induct~on to full surgical anaesthesia, which can be maintained by
inhalation of a relatively small amount of vapour in air. . .. Recovery from anaesthesia
with our new compound is rapid and smooth, and no undesirable effects have been
observed.'
The early 1950s, and the arrival of halothane on the clinical anaesthesia scene, marked the
start of an exc~tingnew era in anaesthesia. Whereas ether anaesthesia was slow in onset, and
often associated with breath-holding, coughing, increased bronchial secretions and slow
recovery after prolonged procedures on account of its high solubility in blood, halothane on
the other hand was a potent inhalation agent with a smooth, pleasant induction for the patient.
Though possessing no analgesic properties, used in conjunction with intravenous opioids and
muscle relaxant drugs it provided ideal conditions for a multitude of surg~caloperations, and
rapidly became the volatile agent of choice, enjoying huge popularity and success.

Too good to be true?
Despite this, warning bells were beginning to ring in the 1960s about the role of halothane in
post-operative liver dysfunction in general and 'halothane hepatitis' in particular, especially
after repeat exposures to the agent. About 15-20% of the halothane administered is broken
down in the liver to trifluoroacetic acid, and bromide and chloride ions and/or bromine and
chloride radicals. In the face OF increasing concern - was the liver being damaged by toxic
metabolites, by hypoxia due to altered liver blood flow, or by an immunologically med~ated
injury, with some patients perhaps genetically predisposed to hepatotoxicity? It became
evident that the concept of a 'safe period' between administrations should be questioned.
D u r ~ n gthe 1980s the use and popularity of halothane began to wane, whilst the use of the
newer fluorinated agents such as enflurane and isoflurane increased. Of particular interest is
the fact that enflurane and isoflurane are metabolised to a much smaller degree (2.5% and
0.2% respectively).

By the early 1990s the use of halothane had all but ceased, isoflurane having taken its place,
and many of today's trainee anaesthetists have never used halothane or enflurane. Halothane
cont~nuedto be used for the gaseous induction of anaesthesia in children, but has lost even
that role to sevoflurane, a new agent with a pleasant odour and low blood-gas coefficient,
with resultant fast, safe induction and recovery. Halothane maintained a role in veterinary
anaesthesia, but even that has diminished, some practices having abandoned halothane in
favour of isoflurane.

The future
Bes~desthe well-known books by ~ u n c u m ' and Atkinson and Boulton8 there is a useful
account of anaesthet~chistory on the internet.q Note also the chapter on halothane on John
Powell's website.'' But what of the future. are the days numbered for nitrous oxlde and the
volatile agents? Wlll total inlravenous anaesthesia with continuous infusions of analgesics
and hypnotics, whilst ventilating the patient w ~ t hoxygenlair mixtures, be the state of things to
come' Will the equipment used to del~verpreclse amounts of anaesthetic gases and vapours
be found only in medical museums, and the main equipment used to induce and maintain
anaesthesia be simply a motorised syringe?
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NORMAN BETHUNE, THE STORMY PETREL
Professor J P Payne
Emeritus Professor of Anaesthesia, University of London

Early Years
Norman Bethune, the Stormy Petrel, (so dubbed by Dr Edward Archibald, his mentor and
director and chief surgeon in Montreal's Victoria Hosp~tal)was a son o l the manse born in
the small town of Gravenhurst, North of Toronto on 3 March 1890. To pay for his university
education he worked in various posts, most notably as a lumberjack and a teacher,
particularly in the education of those whom he thought had been depr~vedof the opportunity
to advance themselves. As a result his entry into medical school was dclayed until 1912. His
training a = further delayed with the outbreak of the First World War in August 1914, when
he immediately enlisted as a stretcher-bearer in the Royal Canadian Army Medical Corps.
Unfortunately he w;ls badly wounded d u r ~ n gthe second battle of Ypres, and after treatment
in hospital in France and England he was inval~dedhome to Toronto where he restarted his
medical training. I-Ie graduated MD in 1916 and immediately I-e-enl~stedin thc Royal Navy as
a surgeon-~ieutenant.'Towards the end of the war he transferred to the nascent Canadian Air
Force where he was involved in research ~ n t othe causes of blackouts among pilots.
After his war service Dr Bethune occupied various junior appointments in the United
Kingdom, and became a Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh by
examination in May 1922, sorne 60 years after his grandfather (also Norman Bethune) who
was elected a Fellow in March 1860. Like hi.. grandfather before him he too went on to
marry a Scottish girl a few months after obtaining his Fellowship, and in the next year the
couple travelled extensively in Western Europe. This allowed Bethune to observe the work of
the leading surgeons in Paris, Vienna and Berlin before returning to North America where he
began practice as a surgeon in Detroit, Michigan. Both his reputation and his income
advanced rapidly until he was stricken with pulmonary tuberculosis. Conservative treatment
was prescribed but Bethune wanted more active management, and he persuaded one of his
colleagues to collapse the infected lung. He was back in surgical practice within two months
of his artificial pneumothorax.2

Thoracic Surgery in Canada
Possibly on the basis of this experience he focused on thoracic surgery, which led to his
appointment as assistant to Dr Archibald in the Victoria Hospital, Montreal in 1928. Four
years later in 1932 he was leading his own unit in the Sacri Coeur Hosp~talIn Cartierville,
North of Montreal, an appointment that he held for four years. This eight-year per~odfrom
1928-1936 was probably the most prolific of Bethune's carccr, certa~nlyfrom the academic
aspect. He promoted the usc of intravenous anaesthesia, he developed new surgical
techniques and refined the surgical instruments needed for this purpose, and he advanced
radical ideas about publicly funded medical care and health systems in Canada
These comments probably deserve expansion. Firstly, on the subject of ~ntravenous
anaesthesia Dr Bethune addressed the Mid-South Postgraduate Nurse Anesthet~sts'Assembly
in Memphis, Tennessee. He told the nursch that Evipal (hexobarbitone) glven ~ntravenously
was the most pleasant anaesthetic for thoracic surgcly, Induction was fast, of the order of 15

seconds without struggling; anaesthesia lasted for about 30 minutes without masking, and
recovery was uneventful. With the benefit of hindsight it could be argued that Dr Bethune's
account was somewhat na'ive, but it must be accepted that he had recognised earlier than most
the potential advantages of intravenous anaesthesia. Secondly, his innovative ideas on
surgical techn~quesand natural design come into the same category. Thirdly, his radlcal ideas
about publicly funded medical care and health systems were to make the greatest ~mpact.The
day after his techmcal presentation to the nurses, Dr Bethune startled the Mid-South Medical
Assembly when he presented his proposals for a socialised medical plan to meet the problems
of providing health care in the poorer communities. This plan was described in more detail
some weeks later at a symposium on medical economics sponsored by the Montreal MedicoChirurgical society.'
In the meantime he helped to organlse and finance the Montreal Children's Art Centre, and
founded 'The Montreal Group for the Security of the People's I-Iealth', consisting of doctors,
nurses and social workers who met regularly in his apartment to plan a suitable medical care
system for Canada. In addition he had surreptitiously joined the Communist Party of Canada.
This latter political development was to lead to his next major change of career.
War in Spoin and Cluna

At the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in July 1936 Bethune was invited to head the
Canadian Medical Unit in Madrid. This he accepted and arrived in Spain in November 1936,
where he organised mobile blood transfusion units which collected and delivered blood to
where it was needed along the whole of the battle front. That task completed he returned to
Canada to undertake a cross-country speaking tour to raise money for the continued support
of the Canadian Medical Unit. His tour had only just begun when the Japanese launched a
new attack on Ch~na,and immediately Bethune volunteered to go to China on the basis that
Spain and China were part of the same battle. On his arrival early in January l938 he set
about organising a serles of mobile medical units to support the Chinese Red Army. That
involved the establishment of over twenty basic hospitals in which the staff could be trained
to provide the necessary care to meet both army and civilian needs. Late in October 1939
when operating without gloves on a wounded solider, Bethune accidentally cut himself.
Despite immed~atethough limited precautions he developed generalised septicaemia and died
on 12 November1 939.4
Posthumous reputation

Today Norman Bethune is regarded as a martyr and a hero in ~ h i n a and
, ~ in Canada his
family home in Gravenhurst is now a museum. Norman Bethune is unique. There can be no
other doctor who served in the Royal Canad~anArmy Medlcal Corps, the Royal Navy, the
Canadian Air Force, the International Br~gadein Spain and the Chinese Red Army. It is
perhaps not surprlslng that his obituary was written by Chairman Mao ~ s e - ~ u n ~ . ~
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there were no other copies of this book known to the scientific community. One other concern I
had was Ule authenticity of this book. The bookseller, Jonathan A Hill from New York City, is a
member of the Ant~quarianBooksellers' Association of h n e n c a and of the International League
of Antiquarian Booksellers and guaranteed that the book was authentic and as described. Mr Hill
purchased the book at a German auction in 1998. It had belonged to Dr Maria Conradt of
Hamburg who was a collectorldealer. With that, and the overwhelming fear that someone else
might buy the book, I purchased it.
Opposite the title page, a printed dedication reads 'To Dr Beddoes, and to the subscribel.~to the
Pneumatic Institution, these essays are respectfully inscribed'. How can we explain the known
existence of only one copy of this book? Perhaps the remaining copies were destroyed or lost
over the past two hundred years. Perhaps there was only one copy pr~ntedbecause i t was
Humphry Davy's personal copy. Biggs & Coale printed both the Beddoes book and the Davy
book in Br~stolin 1799 for two different London companies; the Beddoes book for J Johnson and
the Davy book for Longman and Rees. The next two known owners are W R Stoke, June 19 L0
and Dr Maria Conradt of Hamburg. Hopefully these clues will lead to more information on this
exciting book.

David C Lai

OBITUARY
William Denis Ashley Smith OBE MD MB BS FRCA

- 1918-2002

Denis Smith was born on 5th July 1918, but d ~ dnot come to anaesthesia until 36 years later. The
lntervenlng years were not wasted. He was educated at Imperial Service College, Windsor and at
Northampton Engineering College where he became enthused by the new radar technology. The
outbreak of war intenvpted his course and hc served in the Signals-Radal. Branch of the Royal
Air Force from 1939 to 1946. During this time he was at the forefront of the deployment of
radar, serving on the South Coast and in East Anglia, India and Burma. He operated a key radar
station wli~chwas repeatedly bombed during thc Baltle of Britain, and he was the first to detect
b ~ r d son radar. In Burma, he was serving in lmphal when it was attacked by the Japanese. He
was promoted to Wing Commander and appointed OBE in 1945.
On demobilisation, he entered St Mary's Medical School, qualifying in 1952. HISfirst house job
was at the King Edward V n Memorial Hospital, Ealing and then his powerful streak of
individuality took command. His second house job was at University College Hospital of the
West Indies. Fortunately for our specialty he was attracted to anaesthesia and started his training
in Jamaica. In 1954 he took his Velocette motor cycle to British Honduras, and rode north
through Mexico and the United States into Canada, carrying his belongings with him, and
sleeping most nights In a tent At least one nigh1 he was woken by bandits but suffered no harm.
His goal was the Department of Anaesthetics of Saskatoon, headed in those days by Gordon
Wyant, where he continued his postgraduate education, before returning to Southampton where
he worked under Patrick Shackleton.

His career then moved into research, first in bioengineering at Vickers and, in 1961, as a research
fellow under Professor Ronald Woolmer at the Royal College of Surgeons. He started a major
study on the administration of nitrous oxide and oxygen for out-patient dental surgery. If genius
is defined as infinite capacity to take pains, Denis rapidly established his position as a genlus. He
published seventeen masterly papers from 1961 to 1964, dealing with instrumentation, stud~eson
volunteers and detailed observations on 410 anaesthetics in the dental chair at the Royal Dental
Hospital, employing his bio-engineering slulls and familiarity with the latest technology.

In 1964 Denis was appointed first assistant to the new professorial Department of Anaesthesia of
the University of Leeds. In addition to a substantial clinical load, the academic department
initiated a massive programme of undergraduate and postgraduate teaching. The former ~nvolved
taking groups of 8 studenls at a time for a full-time two-week course, cu~nprisingtutorials and
supervised clinical attachments. This threw a huge burden on the staff, and Denis responded with
distinction and meticulous attention to detail. The regional postgraduate didactic teaching
programme comprised one whole-day a week devoted to lectures, yet another burden for the
staff. Finally we pioneered a do-it-yourself laboratory series of experiments For post-graduates to
learn methods of clinical measurement. Denis Smith excelled in the very difficult preparation of
many of these experiments.
He also started writing his MD thesis on nitrous oxide in relation to dental anaesthesia, soon
becoming aware that the historical background of his subject contained substantial areas of
ignorance. His reaction was typical of his remarkable capacity to take i n f i ~ t epains. He
embarked on a re-examination of the experiments of the pioneers, but with modern techniques
for measuring uptake,,i.nclud~nga body plethysmograph which he made himself, and in which he
was often anaesthetised.
His experimental work was combined with historical research, and it is hard to see how he found
the time for so much work. A classic series of nine articles on the history of nitrous oxide
anaesthesia was published in the Brilish Journal of Anaesthesia (1964-1966) and became a
supplement to his MD thes~s(1969). These artlcles were reproduced in his celebrated book
Under lhe Influence, published in 1982 by Macmillan. A tenth article on early manufacture,
storage and purity of nitrous oxide was triggered by the release of a small batch of cyl~ndersof
nitrous oxide heavily contaminated with nitric oxide, and result~ngin two fatalities. HISwork on
Priestley was particularly appropriate to a scholar worlung in Leeds.
The history of nitrous oxide soon became Denis's consuming interest, and he set new standards
of excellence in this field In particular were the remarkable studies of nitrous oxide uptake in
volunteers (again including Denis himself) undertaken in the hyperbaric chamber in Glasgow, to
repeat the observations of Paul Bert and others, but with intensive monitoring. In his extensive
field research of the pioneers he showed particular aptitude for recruiting local helpers, and he
distinguished himself by the discovery of the 'Antiquack' letter in the Lancet, and gained
enormous insights into the life, times, and work of Henry f i l l Hickman.
Denis was appointed Reader in 1966 and became Regional Educat~onalAdviser (1977-1981). He
sat on the Council of the Association of Anaesthetists (1976-1979), and was awarded the John
Snow Silver Medal in 1984. He was President of the Section of Anaesthesia of the Royal Society

of Medicine ('I 986- 1987) and presented his last papers to the History of Anaesthes~aSociety in
1988.
He retired in 1983 and his last publications were in 1986, based on papers presented at the 50th
Anniversary Meeting of the Australian Society of Anaesthetists in 1984. His health began to
deteriorate while he was writing a book on Mickman. A manuscript for this book is in the
possession of the History of Anaesthesia Society and hope remains that it may one day be
published.
Denis died on 12 October 2002, and will long be remembered for his outstanding qualities of
humanity, dedication, insieht and attention to detail in so many aspects of anaesthesia,
particularly its history. He is survived by his wife Shirley, their children Ru, Adrian and Lucy,
and three grandchildren.
J Nunn and M Hargreaves

BOOK REVIEWS

-

The History of Anesthesia Proceedings of the 5th International Symposium on the
History of Anesthesia, Santiago, Spain, 2001. DIZJ C, Franco A, Bacon D R, Rupreht J ,
Alvarez J, eds. International Congress Series 1242, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 2002, pp623, hb
f 124, $180, '2180, pb f52.
Dr Rupreht introduces this volume with a brief history of the international symposia on the
history of anacsthesia, of which he was one of the founding fathers. From Rotterdam in 1982,
to London in 1987, spinning off both the ASA and the HAS en route, to Atlanta in 1993,
Hamburg in 1997, and Santiago in 2001, the movement has gathered a momentum that must
be very rewarding, with an interval of only four years to the next meeting, due to be held in
C'nmbridge in 2005.
Thc book I S d~vidcdinto nine sections, thc f~rstbc~ngon Anaesthesia in Antiquity. Oplum, of
course, features heavily, and mandragora is not [orgotten. There are papers on physost~gm~ne
and strophanth~n,neither of which is as obsolete as might be expected. While it is unexpected
to see ether and the intravenous barbiturates among the agents of antiquity, this presumably
was a dig at the more senior participants.
Oxygen and Anaesthesia follows. Papers that one will refer to often are by Drs Severinghaus
and Pole, on the development of oxygen monitoring, and Lucien Morris on carbon dioxide.
Also of interest is local rcscarch into the Spanish and French pioneers of the use of oxygen in
anacsthesia. One of the grcat values of thcsc symposia is that they have stimulated rescarch in
host and allied countries. This has broadened enormously the knowledge and outlook of those
of us who have been brought up to regard the development of inhalational anaesthesia as
having been largely confined to the English-speak~ngcountries.
Spinal Anaesthesia is the next heading, with papers on the early history, and on its
application 10 obstetrics. Professor Caton's claim that the Swiss obstetrician Oskar Kre~s,
who published i n July 1900 on the use of spinals in vaginal deliveries, introduced a ncw era
in anaesthetic practice, reinforces this revlewcr'~.reluctance to ever attribute to anyone the
first performance of anything, sincc in the Unitcd States Dr S Marx was breaking the samc
new ground at the same time. Other papcrs rcvicw the early history of spinals, working
around the framework of existing knowledge. At this point one wonders whcre history
begins. In the paper on the usc of spinals in severe pre-eclampsia, fifteen of the twenty eight
references date from 1995 or later, and only seven predate 1980. It is said that as one gets
older the professors get younger and younger, but now it seems that one can be a museum
piece at thirty! On the other hand, the revclation that morphine was injected ~ntrathecally
more than one hundred years ago helps to restore a sense of proportion.

The section on Resuscilution begins with a historical revlew and pcrsonal account by one of
the godfathc~a.Peter Safar. Thc use of intravenous agents, small volumes of hyperton~c
solutions and R~ngerlactate follows. Here something might have been said about Sidney
R~ngerand his work on ions and the hcart. Then back two centuries to resuscitation of the
drowncd i n Spain by rectal tobacco smoke, with illustrat~onsof apparatus very similar to that
on display in the AACiBI Museum. The authors mention the debt to the Dutch and English
Humane Societies, but show no understanding of the theory of sympathy that was the
rationale of the method.

An lntcrestlng innovation is the section on Anesthesiu and the Arts. Dr Catherine Ross, who
w ~ l lbe remembered for her contribution to the joint meeting in Br~stol,spoke about Davy's
f r ~ e n d s h ~with
p the Romantic poets Wordsworth, Southey, and Coleridge, and developed her
earlier argument that the split between thc Arts and Science, the origin of the Two Cultures,
dates from this period. The unearthing of the graduation thesis on pain by the great Spanish
novelist Pio Baroja reveals a medical curiosity. Baroja (1872.1956). one of the .Generation
of 98', as the writers with whom he is grouped are known, practised medicine for barely two
years, then became a baker for ten, beFore embarking on the career that made him the most
popular and famous novelist in Spaln. I-lis best-known work, El Arbol de la Ciencia (The
Tree of Science) is based on h ~ syears as a medical student and young doctor. 'rhe turn of the
ccntury saw a number of the medically trained turning to literature, Somerset Maugham,
F ~ a n c Brett
~ s Young, and Austin Freeman, all now unfairly ~ ~ c g l e c t eamong
d,
them.
'The commemoration of anaesthetists on coins, plaques, and stamps, wah thc subject of two
papers. Those of us who failed to persuade the Post Office to memorialise the
sesquicentenaries of nitrous oxidc, cther or chloroform during the 1990s will empathise with
Dr Nemes, whose table of some seventy anaesthetists who have not yet been immortalised
suggests the nced for a further list of those who did not make it to his list, and so on ad
infinitum. One would like to know more about the triptych pa~ntedby PI6 to represent the
d~scoveryof anaesthesia, since the centre panel is more ,;uggest~veof the death of Marat
being observed by the royal couple from Las Meninas of Velazquez. A J Wright's paper
deals with anachthesia as depicted in cartoons and comlcs, ~ncludingGillray's Humphry
Davy, and Punch's scolding wife, which Neil Adams rcminded us of sevcral years ago. Dr
Petermann's paper on the reprcscntation of critical care medicine in the fine arts mentions
Robert Dooling's satirical novel Critical Care, sadly out of print in the UK, but surprisingly
omits all early example of high dependency, thc cmplastered 'white man' in the first chapter
of Catch 22, whose output and intake are endlessly and interchangeably recycled.
The or~ginof the intensive carc physician I S considered in the final r2.liscellaneoussection A
very interest~ng paper comes from the West Suffolk Hospital, with thc story of the 'blue
light' which seems to have had an hypnotic effect. Alistair McKenzie spokc about the
eluc~dat~on
of the cause of the supine hypotension syndrome bp Frank Holmes and Bruce
Scott. Birgit Gr~esecke,in her paper on Davy's nitrous oxide experiments, ir~tellectualisesthe
problem that it is not possible to know exactly what went on, because the subjects were
unable to express themselves lucidly while recovering. This is a minor example of the von
Ranke difficulty, the impossibility of reconstructing the past 'as it actually was,' which was
treated in a masterly fashion by Ludwig Fleck in his classic Genesis and Development of a
Scientific Fact. This paper raises a number of other questions. Is ~t the job of the historian to
elegantly rearrange intermingled threads? And when the novelist Robert Musil said that
'hardly anybody knows the name who gave humanity the untold bless~ngof anaesthesia', was
he really challenging the ambition of all historians of anaesthesia to get the story right, as the
author would have it, or just revealing his own ignorance? Dr Goerlg has investigated the
early history of malignant hyperthermia, from well before the condition was recognised and
understood. This reviewer is convinced that he witnessed such a case in the British Military
Hospital in Hamburg in 1947, but the temperature, and the death, were ascribed to
fulminating pneumonia. A paper whose title suggests that there was a controversy between
Freud and Koller over the discovery of local anaestliesia reveals that there was no
controversy, so the author suggr,.ts that there might have been, if Freud had been less
generous. Is this really history?

The book is very nicely produced, though the index could have been much more
comprehensive. Some of the papers show evidence of wide research into primary material,
and are valuable sources of information. Othel-S do not, and a number largely rehash from
secondary sources. S o m e try to find sign~ficanccbeyond the facts where there probably was
none.
Finally, what should be the status of such publications? T h e papers are accepted on the basis
of abstracts or summaries, and the evidence is that they are published without peer revlew,
and with little or no editing. That they appear in a book makes them citable; but should they
auLomatically be granted thls authority? Is it not the editors' job to search for errors of fact,
and also to help those whose first language 1s not English, by replac~nginfelicitous dictionary
translations with idiomatic expressions? As long as there is no loss of meaning, I think i t is.
S o all ~n all this is a useful aide-memoir for those who were present at the meeting, and a
useful indicat~onof the content of the programme for those who were not; but not all that is in
here should be taken on tlust.
David Z u c k
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C a r e e r s in Anesthesiology: Autobiographical Memoirs Volume VII. D Caton & K E
McGoldrick (eds) Wood L~brary-Museumof Anesthesiology, Park Ridgc, Illino~s,2002
Pp 3 15, illustrated Hard cover ed~tion ISBN 1-889595-09-08
What can one say that has not been said before about the seventh volume, the third that I
myself have reviewed, in this series? I have previously queried whether each will become
just 'more of the same'. Yes, of course, this is inevitable when many people descr~besimilar
events. Even when they take different approaches, there 1s a l~rnitto how different they can
be. h the beginning we all welcomed the idea as one of the ways to perpetuate the
personalities and events of a rap~dlychanglng per~odin the h~storyof anaesthesia.
W h o is going to read autobiography? Certainly the research hrstorian, and we cannot foretell
in whom or what we shall become inlerested when we become researchers ourselves. T o this
extent the blanket approach of compiling a large archive of life stones is fully justified. In
contrast the general reader will have more limiled interests. He would like to read about his
own ~nstitution,his friends, his colleagues and those role models he admires or whom he sees
a having contributed significantly to our knowledge. In reading these stories we may,
coincldentally, learn some social history and pick up some useful advice. However, the
wrrtten essay has disadvantages. It tells only what the author wants to reveal, u n l ~ k ethe
recorded discuss~onwhere a skilled interviewer may bring out aspects that even the subject
had not realised were there, whilst film and video will reveal personality as well. W e know
too that the written word survives for centuries, that f ~ l mand photograph does not, and that
the survival time of video and audio-tape is as yet untested. W e may conclude therefore that
this apparently old-fashioned form of con~pilinghistory is as reliable as any we have. It has
the addit~onaladvantage that the page is much easier to scan through than is film.
Memoirs of many of the real pioneers have appeared in the e a r l ~ e rvolumes, whilst some no
doubt have chosen not to. Volume IU has three contributors, all American. En passant, why
so few from elsewhere? (Though the reviewer must confess to having failed to respond to the
request to wrlte her story, on the grounds that the motivation has not yet stmck). Where d o
the three fit in?

Bernard V Wetchler is clearly a worthy person who has made a worthy contribution to
anesthesiology in the Mid-West, and at national level, as officer and, finally, President of the
American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA). He makes a modestly realistic assessment of
his contribution.
Daniel C Moore has the lion's share of the volume, filling more than half of the 300-odd
pages. He clalms he was reluctant to contribute, but was persuaded by h ~ scolleagues to
provide detailed information on certain events; specifically, the move of the ASA and the
Wood Library-Museum to Park Ridge, Illinois; how he became the youngest President of the
ASA, and how he facilitated the transition from inhalation and intravenous anesthesia to
regional block, which he describes as the dominant anesthetic technique. Perhaps i t is by
sticking rigidly to this brief that his contribution is so tedious. Detailed indeed it is; a typical
instance tells us that the Park Ridge building has elevators from basement to second floor.
His essay is festooned with footnotes and cross-references, and there is a full list of the
author's publications and lectures appended. One of those who persuaded Moore to write
asked him: 'Are you so egotistical that you want to take this information to the grave with
you?' Moore's reply is that: 'hhindsight, I should have answered 'yes'.' Sorry, Dan, I tend
to agree with you, your essay is barely readable, but who can say that someone will not Find
your information invaluable?
Jay Jacob's essay is only 31 pages, of which 24 are devoted to his experiences in the Army in
World War U. I enjoyed his gently humorous account of the vicissitudes of his wartime
service that included a period in England before taking part in the Normandy invasion. He
returned to America in 1945 and was astonished to find how much civilian practice, even in
the major centers, fell below the standards of the Army anesthetists. He tells the story of how
Arthur LeRoy (who is he?) had previously learned the technique of tracheal intubation in
England from Magill. Being too old for the draft JxRoy volunteered for Army service and
concentrated on teaching intubation, but first making every ~raineepromise to teach others.
Jacoby recalls how he himself learned and become competent and hence was baffled on his
return to civilian practice to find that intubation was seldom practiced and often actively
discouraged. He decided his mission in life was to teach, and he ends his essay with a short
account of how his subsequent career was devoted to teaching anyone and everyone who
wanted to come and learn: 'I learned a new technique in the A m ~ yand promised to teach i t to
others. I have been doing that ever since.' Perhaps with his slrnple message 'to pass i t on' he
contributed more to patient safety than many more distinguished people.
The editors' practice appears to be to give complete freedom to their authors. These three
contributions show both the limitations and the value of this approach.
Aileen K Adams
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Fibres - T h e Life of William Sharpey, the Father of Modern Physiology in E n g l a n d
Alan H Sykes. York: William Sessions Ltd, Ebor Press, 2001. ISBN I 85072 270 6. f 18.50.
Dr Sykes is a Cambridge graduate in zoology and physiology, with an Edinburgh PhD. He
taught at the Universities of Edinburgh, Liverpool and London, and now lives in the Lake
District. His special field of historical research has been the development of academic
physiology in Great Britain, and his talk on A D Waller at the Liverpool meeting of the HAS

in 1997 was much appreciated. With William Sharpey, Dr Sykes has started right at the
beginn~ngof physiology as an academic discipline in England.
Sharpey was born in Arbroath (a small town on the east coast of Scotland well-known for its
Fishing industry) on I April 1802. He entered Edinburgh University at the age of 15, as was
usual then, and qualified MRCSE in 1821. After some time in London and Paris he returned
to take the MD in 1823. Among his contemporaries were Knox and Syme, and Dr Sykes
provides a lively account of the Edinburgh scene at this time, the problems of securing
subjects for dissection, and the quarrelsome temperament of Syme.
He continues with the story of the Founding in 1828 of London University, as i t was then
called, the 'godless college at the northern end of Gower Street' and of its rival King's
College, 'the godly college In the Strand', in 1831. The situation was resolved in 1836, when
London University was founded by Act of Parliament as an examining authority, and the
Gower Street establishment became Un~versityCollege, with a strong faculty of medic~ne.
Sharpey was elected to the Chair of Anatomy and Physiology in August 1836, and Dr Sykes
glves much ~nformationabout rhe politics of the appointment, the people who were active in
medicine and physiology (including the Quain brothers), and the various altercations that
erupted from time to tlme. It is most interesting to discover that Francis Boott was a very
active member of the Council of University College, and of the Committee of the Hospital
also. This not gcnerally known fact explains his closeness to Liston. and how UCH came to
be the scene of the first operation in England under general anaesthesia.
Sharpey was one of the early microscopists, but Dr Sykes admits that he was not a great
experimenter, and his origlnal contributions were limited. He discovered c~lia,and the
eponymous microscopic fibres that attach skeletal muscle to bone. He provided facilities for
others, notably A D Waller for h ~ sresearches into cerv~calsympathectomy. But he was a
great teacher, and his contributions to textbooks and his editorial work were outstanding. Dr
Sykes deals w~ththis in much detail.
Sharpey was elected to the Fellowship of the Royal Soc~eLyin 1839 and became very active
in its affairs, serving as Biological Secretary for I9 years. He was a member of the General
Medical Council from 1861 to 1876, and with Syme was responsible for the decision to
divide the curriculum into pre-clinical and clinical stages. In 1875 he gave evidence to the
Royal Commission on Animal Experimentation. All this, and Sharpey's other commitments,
are described fully
Sharpey's reaction to the news of the first anaesthetic, contained in a letter to his friend Allen
Thornson, has been commented on as singularly offhand. From the anaesthetist's point of
view it is to be regretted that the book does not do justice to his contribution, albejt ~ndirect,
to the physiology of anaesthesia. He provided the laboratory facilities for the Royal Medical
and Chirurgical Socjety's chloroform committee (1862), of which Clover and Harley, a
lecturer in the department, were the most active constituents. They used the
haernodynamometer to indicate the effect of chloroform on the blood pressure, but do not
appear to have had a recording kymograph. Harley is noted in the history of anaesthesia For
introducing the alcohol-chloroform-ether (ACE) mixture, which was used widely until the
turn of the century.

For Dr Sykes 'Sharpey's Fibres' has a second connotation. They were Sharpey's Men, those
of his students who during part or the whole of their career advanced physiology by their
researches, and taught and trained a new generation of creative physiologists. They included
George Harley, Joseph Lister, Michael Foster, John Burdon Sanderson, Sidney h n g e r , and
George Oliver who, together with the last of Sharpey's men, Edward AIbert Schafer (later
Sharpey-Schafer) discovered the pressor effect of an extract of the adrenal gland. The book
contalns substantial information about all of them.
Sharpey is described as a most congenial man, excellent company, and the life and soul of
any party. A confirmed bachelor all his life, he announced to the astonished Harley that he
intended to many a beautiful young woman of 17 or 18. He explained that for the last fifty
years he had been paying Scottish Widows for a l ~ f epolicy, and was determined that
someone should benefit from it to the utmost. But alas, as Mrs Harley said, he did not carry
this project to fruition. Sharpey died on I I April 1880, and was buried in Arbroath. The
medical journals carried most laudatory obituaries.
The book is very readable, very well illustrated, and nicely produced. There I S evidence of
much research into hitherto untapped primary sources. For anaesthetists its great value and
interest is that it fills in the background of the medical (and especially the academic) world in
which John Snow lived, and in which Joseph Clover, who was a student of Sharpey's at
University College, was trained. There are a small number of misprints, and it is surprising
that the author was unable to find Boott's dates, and does not appear to have appreciated the
significance of his role at UCH.
Dr Sykes is very generously donating all profits from the sale of the book to the Sharpey
Physiological Scholarship at Un~versityCollege, London.
Uavid Zuck
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3.27
Chloroform for Mrs Dickens
5.3 1
Reintroduction of nitrous oxide in the 1860s
16 34
Surgery & anaesthesia; the start of a tandem alliance
2.22
The ins and outs of therapeutic inhalation
8B.61
Duncurn
Dr Barbara Duncum (1910-2001) (N Adams & Zuck) [obituary]
30.103
Dundee
Highlights of anaesthesia in Dundee (McGowan)
68.99
Dundee
John Dundee in Liverpool (R~ding)
JW Dundee (A Adams) - [obituary]
Early British experiences with ketamine
Dundee SW
Empiricism & experiment: pharmacology
Earles MP
Pain in childbirth before Simpson
Eccles A
The history of e.c.t. (H White)
e.c.t.
Edinburgh
Dependency of an American discovery on Edinburgh (Patterson)
6B.92
[Anaesthesia in] Edinburgh 1850- 1900 (Gordon)
6A.12
[Anaesthesia in] Edinburgh 1900-1950 (Masson)
6A.18
Edinburgh research: supine hypotension in pregnancy (McKenzie)
29.75
6B.56
Edinburgh threads in tapestry of early British anaesthesia (R Ellis)
Sights and sitcs (Wright)
6A.25
The contribution OF the Edinburgh Dental School
29.68
to the advancement of anaesthesia (J Payne & Masson)

Ed~nburgh
continued

The influence of the Edinburgh Dental Hospital &School on
the advancement of academic anaesthesia (Masson & J Payne)
The Monros of Edinburgh (Hovell)
Edmondson RS The history of Cyprane
Edwards AE Whither the white cells?
Ellis FR
Ether convuls~ons- a new look
Ellis RH
A busy week for John Snow
Early ether anaesthesia; the Cambridge artefacts
Early ether anaesthesia, the enlgma of Liston [abstract]
Ed~nburghthreads in the tapestry of early British anaesthesia
John Snow's alma matter [sic]
The inhalers of Dr John Snow
RH Ellis - an appreciation (Boulton)
Ellis
enlightenment The Scottish enlightenment (Spence)[abstract]
Entonox and obstetric anaesthesia (Cole)
Entonox
Erdmann U et a1 Anaesthesia in Ajurveda medicine
Essex-Lopresti M Film extracts 1938-52 [abstract] ,
h4odern anaesthesia & intensive care in Estonia (Sarnarutel)
Estonia
ether
An agent for loday? (Wilson) [abstract]
Cotton Process ether; Hewer's Ethanesal (Stetson)
Early ether anaesthesia; the Cambridge artefacts (R Ellis)
Early ether anaesthesia-the enlgma of Liston (R Ellis) [abstract]
Ether & chloroform; history in Welsh newspapers (Lewis)
Ether convulsions; a new look (F Ellis)
Ether Hill (Howat)
Ether inhalation in France, early experiences (Zimmer)
press (Walker)
Etherization as seen by the Plymo~~th
..first ether administration outside America or Europe (Couper)
The flrst reported death due to ether (Casale)
Etherometer (Foster)
Evans SJ
Current thoughts on ATLS training (with Campbell et al) [abstract]
The curse of Eve (O'Dowd) [history ofanaesthes~ain midw~fery]
Eve
excess gases A historical review of excess gases (Gnerig)
Some interesting theatrical explosions (Macdonald)
explosions
extracorporeal circulation History of extracorporeal circulation (K Lee)
Losing our Faculties (A Adams)
Faculties
Fairer JG
History has just begun: an account of the records and archive
of the Royal College of Anaesthetists
Falklands War An anaesthetist's experience in the Falklands War (Bull)
Featherstone HW Featherstone - first President Assn of Anaesthetists (Mathe
Ferguson DJ 'Thru' spinal at the 'Rottenrow'
Ferrandis J-J History of French military anaesthesia
Film extracts (Essex-Lopresti)
finances
A brief history of the Society's Finances (Padfield)
Some Liverpool firsts
Finn R
Spinal anaesthesia - the first 50 years
Fischer B
Dr R Fisher, anaesthetist and hospice pioneer (Sklvlngton)
Fisher

26.37
17.25
L5.41

13.30
8B.82
5.35
11.31

Florence AM
flowmeter
Forrester
Fortifications
Foster C

Foster J
Franco A
Frost P

Gamgee
Garner SE

David Waldie & the chloroform scene in Liverpool
An unusual double flowmeter - Magill 1923 (D Wh~te)
Professor Alex C Forrester (Baird)
Medical & first aid facilities; fortifications (Partridge)[guest lecture]
Keeping a collection tidy
Sir Ivan Magill
The Etherorneter
History of St Bartholomew's Hospital
Macintosh and the Spanish connection (with JC Diz)
Thomas Skinner
Yet another airway
Sampson Garngee 1828-86, the man and the tissue (Mathews)

From beadle to bag boy and beyond [Operating Dept.Assistants1
Leicestershire life of Benjamin Ward Richardson
Gemmell LW Early anaesthesia in Wrexham
Gibbs EP
The Cambridge first liver transplant
Three lady anaesthetists of 1893
Buildings of Leicester [guest lecture summary]
Gill R
Glasgow
Early days in Glasgow - JHH Lewellin (Macdonald)
Early Glasgow anaesthesia (Bradford)
Glew PA
Anaesthesia and the Royal Navy 1847-1856
Naval career of Thomas Spencer Wells
Goer~gIM
Excess gaaus : historical review
G Hirschel, D Kulenkampff & local anaesthes~a
History of use of nitrous oxide in Germany
LBurckhardt, H Kummell -contributions to iv anaesthesia
Golden rules (Jackson Rees)
Gordon NH
James Young Simpson
Gordon, Dr NH - [obituary]
Gough
WB Gough (Mathews) - [obituary]
Gourevitch D Obstetric hazards and anaesthesia in the Roman Empire
Graharn
Thomas Graharn (Zuck)
Gray TC
Anaesthesia in the late1930s and 40s
Celtic influence on 20th century Liverpool anaesthesia
Harold brig - notable contributor to anaesthesia
Two nudges to progress
Greenbaum R Higher oxides of nitrogen
Grlffiths
Marold William Charles Grifriths (1915-1990) (McKenzie)
Guest
The Guest cannula and Arthur Guest (BH Smith)
Hamer Hodges 1919-1961 (Birt)
Hanover Square An 1897 conversazlone at 20 Hanover Square (A Adams)

Harcourt
Vemon Harcourt and his inhaler (Drury)
John Harrison and the bimetallic strip (McLaren)
Hamison
Haydn, the Hunters and 'The Creation' (A Adams)
Maydn
Headley S R Mysterious death of J Toynbee
Heal JS
Current thoughts on ATLS training (with Campbell et al) [abstract]
Healy TEJ
The Mancunian Way
heart surgery Early days of heart surgery in the UK & India (Mansfield)
Heidbrink Valve Breathe out More than the Heidbrink valve (McLellan)
IH~storyof manufacture of nltrous oxide
Henrys P
heraldry
Heraldry and anaesthesia (Boulton)
Problems of heraldry in anaesthesia (Collier)
Hewitc
Hewitt's contribution to nitrous oxide anaesthesia (Howat)
Henry Hill Hickman revisited (Atklnson)
Hickman
Hildebrandt Who was Hildebrandt? (Secher)
Hill DJ
Sisters anaesthetist at Addenbrooke's Hospital
Hippocratlc Oath A return to the Hippocratic Oath (Collier)
Hirschel G
Biographic details...(Goerig & Beck)
Histories of Societies and Departments
S.Africa, Birmingham, Cardiff, Groningen, S.W.Society (UK)
Antwerp, Wake Forest (US), Liverpool
Leicester (Smith)
The darker side [cr~minaluse of anaesthetics]
Holmes E
Horton J M
A Cambridge physician & curare for tetanus
Battle of the Somme - anaesthetics at CCSs
Denis Browne's 'top hat'
In Harvey Gushing's footsteps 1950-1990
Norman Dott 1897- 1973
On the House
hospitals
From chloroform to reform: the Norfolk & Norwich Hospital
anaesthetic service 1847- 1956 (Woollam)
History of Royal Naval hospitals (Revell)
House surgeon at the Norfolk & Norwich Hospital 1950 (K Sykes)
My Victorian predecessors at the Middlesex Hospital (Dinnick)
Sisters Anaesthetist at Addenbrooke's Hospital (Hill)
'Thru' spinals at the 'Rottenrow' (Ferguson) [Glasgow Maternity H.]
Hovell B
The Monros of Edinburgh
The seige of Ladysmith
Howat DDC
A mastectomy without anaesthesia [Fanny Burney]
A total spinal in 1950
Azeotropes in anaesthesia
Brodie's bell-glass
Dominique J Larrey; 'The most virtuous man I have known'
Dr Webber and his apparatus
Ether Hill
-

Howat DDC
continued

Frederick Silk
French & British anaesthesia in the Crimea
Hewitt's contribution to nitrous oxide anaesthesia
John Snow's grave
Joseph Blomfield 1870- 1948
Ombridanne's inhaler
Paul Sudeck and his inhaler
Pirogov and the arrival of ether anaesthesia in Russia
Slovenia 1961
Development of U K immediate care services
Hoyle JR
The Vale of Llangollen [guest lecture]
Hughes J
Humphries A The Thackray legacy (with M Cooper)
Aspects of Plymouth mcdical history
Hunter KR
Hunter
Prof Andrew Rennie Hunter 1915-1991 - an appreciation (Horton)
Hunter Wm William Hunter & the madness of collectors (McLeod)[summaryJ
Hutton P
Anecdotes from the history of mon~toring
2000 years of monitoring
hypnosis
Talk and demonstration (Johnson)
Immediate care services in the UK (Hoyle)
Impurities
History of impurities in inhalational anaesthetic agents (Zuck)
inhalation
The ins and outs of therapeutic inhalation (Duncum)
intensive care medicine Brief history of development of icm (Palmer)
Intcrnat~onalSociety for the History olMedicine
A visit to T u n ~ s -~ 36th
a Congress report (A Adams et al)
inquests
A tale of two inquests ( h y n )
In somno semi-securitas ( P Sykes) [a chapter of anaesthetic accidents]
Jackson B
Thc painless scalpel - a surgical view
Jackson Rees G
Early days in paediatric anaesthesia
Golden rules
Introduction of long-term intubation into Lhe UK
(Sims-Portex Lecture) [abstract]
Or~ginsof anaesthesia for cleft palate and hare lip
The Liverpool Course
Jackson Rees G Jackson Rees - pionccr of paediatric anaesthesia (Bush)[obituary]
Janssen contributions to anaesthesia (Niemcgeers & Awouters)
Janssen
Jcffreys
Julius Jeffreys and the physiology of lung volumes (Zuck)
Julius Jeffreys - pioneer of humidification (Zuck)
A neglected pioneer - Sophia Jex-Blake (Ulyatt)
Jex-Blake
Johnson BD Hypnosis - talk and demonstration
Bristol and the slave trade [guest lecture]
Jones P
Junker (Mulnier) (with Zuck)
Junker
Early British experiences with ketamine ( D ~ ~ n d e e )
ketam~ne
Franz Kuhn (Sweeney)
Kuhn
Harold IGng - a notable contributor to anaesthesia (Gray)
King
Krohne & Scsemann: an early CEPOD (Sidery & Adams)
Krohne

Kuipers A
An extract from Mrs Beeton
Dr Axham and the Medical Act
Kulenkarnpff Biograph~caldetails of Hirschel & Kulenkampff (Goerig &Beck)
Kummell
Contbn of Burkhardt & Kumrnell to iv anaesthesia (Goerig et al)
Cardiac resucitation - state of the art rn Poland in 1990
Kus M
Ladysmith
The siege of Ladysmith (Hovell)
Lange J de et al Fidel Pages Mirave: 1st lumbar epidural analgesia
Development of the Cape-Waine ventilator
Larard D
'The most virtuous man 1 have known' - Jean-Larrey (Howat)
Larrey
History of anaesthesia and the law (Aitkenhead)
law
Lawrence C Anaesthesia in the age of reform
Lee
John Alfred Lee 1906-1989 - a personal view (Atkinson)
John Alfred Lee ( Boulton, Atkinson) - [obituaries]
Lee JA
The sad case of Dr Axharn
History of extracorporeal circulation
Lee KG
Devpt of University of Leicester Dept of Anaesthesia (G Smith)
Leicester
Levack ID
Aberdeen, arch~vesand anaesthesia
1st anaesthesia litigation in Scotland - Cunningham case (1902)
r i m e Team' [guest lecture abstract]
Lewis C
Lewis JM
David John Thomas 18 13-187 1
Dr John Davies Thomas
History of ether & chloroform from Welsh newspapers
1st anaesthesia l~tigationin Scotland - the Cunningham case (Levack
litigation
Sampson Lipton and the Pain Foundation (Bowsher)
Lipton
~iverpoo~
Architectural gems of Liverpool (Morris)[abstract]
Celtic influence on 20th century anaesthesia in Liverpool (Gray)
Some Liverpool firsts (Finn)
The Liverpool Course (Jackson Rees)
l~vertransplant The f~rstCambridge liver transplant (Gibbs)
The Vale of Llangollen (Hughes) [guest lecture]
Llangollen
Tale of a logo (Marshall Barr)
logo
Long's Apparatus - rediscovery (Bause) [abstract]
A tale of two inquests
Loyn G
Bernard Lucas's hand-operated resuscitator (Young)
Lucas
P~oneerAmerican anesthesiologists - Waters & Lundy (Steinhaus)
Lundy
Macdonald AG
Early days in Glasgow; JHH Lewellin
Some Interesting theatr~calexplosions
Macintosh
Macintosh and the Spanish connection (Franco. Diz)
Professor Sir Robert Macintosh - an appreciation (Boulton)
MacKenzie RAW J Mayo, J Lundy & Clinical Anesthesia: A textbook whose
time had come? (with Bacon &Warner)
MacLean AR Comparison of training - 1950s and 90s (with Ward)

McCardie
WJ McCardie; specialist anaesthetist in the provinces (Mathews)
McGowan SW
Edward Thomas Both; Australia's Edison
Highlights of anaesthesia in Dundee
Mchtyre JW Chloroform - the dark side [criminal use]
McKenzie AG
Contributions of Sir Henry Dale to anaesthesia
Edinburgh researches on supine hypotension in pregnancy
Harold William Charles Griffiths (l 91 5-1 990)
McKesson
E1 McKesson and his apparatus (Ward)
McKesson is not here to defend himself (Zeitlin)
The McKesson legacy - beloved motorcycle & sidecar (Ward)
McLaren CA
John Harrison & the bimetallic strip
Prof Spasokukotskij & his soporific rnlxture
The third man - CW Scheele
McLellan I
A Leicester dentist - Robert Marston
Anaesthesia and anaesthetists in fiction & legal proceedings
Anaesthesia and the postcard
Breathe out - more than the Heidbrink valve
From Normandy to the Third World [Marrett apparatus][abstract]
Recent acquisitions at 9 Bedford Square
Wourali, owls &chloroform
McLeod M
Wiliam Hunter and the madness of collectors [guest lecture]
McMechan
Francis Hoeffer McMechan (Atkinson)
Magill
Sir Ivan Magill (Foster)
The Magill attachment (Dinnick)
Maltby JR
Development of anaesthesia in Nepal (with Shresthna & Rana)
Religious objections ( l ) Blaming the Church (with CN Adams)
Religious objections (2) Blaming Simpson (with CN Adams)
Sir Robert Christison's 'Treatise on Poisons'
Manchester
The Mancunian Way (Healey)
Mansfield R
Early days of open heart surgery in UK & India
3.21
Memories of anaesthesra in Croydon 1938-1 952
5.53
Thoracic anaesthesia from 1936
12.20
Dr Ruth Mansfield - an appreciation (Howat)
Mansfield
16.90
John Snow's Case Books 1848-1858
Marjot R
25.102
The Marrett anaesthetic head
Marrett HR
15.18
ATLS training (with Campbell et al) [abstract]
Marriott S
25.123
Dr Jarnes Cuny & the Northants Preservative Society
Marsh RH
18.23
A Leicester dentist - Robert Marston (McLellan)
Marston
4.7
Was M Dogliotti's interest in regional anaesthesia sparked by J Luridy?
Martin D
(with Bacon)
30.60
7.1 1
Mason
Mason's gag ? (Dinnick)

Massey-Dawkins A student's apprenticeshrp with C J Massey-Dawkins (Armitage) 23.52
Masson AH
Anaesthesia in Edinburgh 1900-1950
6A. 18
Influence of Edinburgh Dental Hospital & School on the
advancement of academic anaesthesia (with J Payne)
26.37
Joseph Black 1728-'l799
17.30
The contribution of the Edinburgh Dental School to the
advancement of anaesthesia (with J Payne)
29.68
mastectomy A mastectomy without anaesthesia [Fanny Bumey] (Howat)
29.13
Mathews ET
Beddoes' patrons
25.52
Early days of anaesthesia in Birmingham
14.13
HW Featherstone: 1st President of Association of Anaesthetists
9B.62
Mrs Atkins; 1st death with methylene ether
18 56
R Lawson Tait; his influence on anaesthetic practice
3.65
Sampson Gamgee 1828-1886; the man and the tissue
19.55
W3 McCardie - specialist anaesthetist
1 1.45
medieval medicine The seeds of narcosis in medieval medicine (Moffat)
22.7
membership lists of the HAS: 1990 - 8B. 110; 1991 - 10.62; 1998 - 22.44; 2001 - 28.75
Minnitt
Dr Robert James Minnitt (O'Sullivan)
4.51
The Minnitt gas-air apparatus (Sced)
18.38
The seeds of narcosis in medieval medicine
22.7
Moffat B
monitoring
2000 years of monitorrng (Hutton)
Anecdotes from the history of monitoring (Hutton)
Alexis Montigny: 1 st death under anaesthesia (C Adams & Palmer)
Montigny
Architectural gems of Liverpool [guest lecture summary]
Morris M
Mulnier C
Junker (with Zuck)
Mushin
Professor WW Mushin 19 10-1993 (Rees)
Development of acupuncture
Nash TP
The big little problem [postop nausea & vomiting] (Dmry)
nausea
Nelson's golden hour (Craig)
Nelson
Netherlands
Dutch chemists of the late 18th century (Rupreht)
The John Tomes Dutch dental students'society (Vermeulen-Cranch)
T Picnot: English dentist in the Netherlands (Vermeulen Cranch)
Two letters from JY Sirnpson to Fleetwood Churchill
Niemegeers C Janssen contributions to anaesthesia (with Awouters)
9A. l l
nitrogen
Higher oxides of nitrogen (Greenbaum)
16.87
Nitrogen oxides and their early history (Pring)
16.11
nitrous oxide
and oxygen apparatus - development (Rendell-Baker)
8B.92
Early provincial use of nitrous oxide (Dmry)
23.27
Historical use in Germany (Goerig)
16.68
History of manufacture (Henrys)
16.49
in Australia and New Zealand (Westhorpe)
16.54
in the 1920s and 30s (Wilkinson)
16.81

nitrous oxide Introduction into Californian practice (Calmes)
continued
'No' to nitrous oxide in the Netherlands (Vermeulen Cranch)
Reintroduction in the 1860s (Duncum)
What dreams may come with nitrous oxide (Severinghaus)
Why was nitrous oxideloxpgen anaesthesia not discovered in
Clifton in the year 1800? (Rendell-Baker)
How they brought the good news to Southampton
Norman J
Norwich
At the cutting edge: surgery In Norwich in the 18th & 19th
centuries (Cheny) [Guest Lecturer]
Research into anaesthesia by a surgeon - Thomas Nunneley (Budd)
Nunneley
obstetrics
Obstetric hazards & anaesthesia in the Roman Empire (Gourevitch)
Pain in childbirth before Sirnpson (Eccles)
Self-administered inhalation analgesia (Thomas) [abstract]
O'Dowd MJ The curse of Eve [early history of anaesthesia in midwifery]
Ombrkdanne's inhaler (Howat)
Oner C et a1 Early use of curare in tetanus patients
open heart surgery - memories of early days in the UK and Jndia (Mansfield)
Operating Department Assistants
From beadle to bag boy &beyond (Gamer)
O'Sullivan E Dr Robert James Minnitt
Owen B
A man named Read
From Wrexham to Rheims
Hugh Morriston Dav~es1879-1965
Not on the Denbigh column [Dr Evan Pierce]
The creator of 'Cloud Nine' [Jonah Jones]
Overseas Societies more than 50 years old - list
do
apology
oximeter
Evolution of the pulse oximeter (Pole)
Oxygen; a play in two parts (Zuck) [play review]
Padfield A
Brief history of the Society's finances
Fifty years of chair dental anaesthetics and mortality
GT Smith-Clarke, engineer extraordinary
Pages Mirave 1st lumbar epidural anaesthesia (de Lange et al)
Pallister WK
Early days of thoracic anaesthesia
Worm's eye view
Palmer M
Alexis Montigny [on behalf of CN Adams]
Intensive Care Medicine; brief history of development
Joseph Weiger: an Austrian pioneer of anaesthesia
Panning B
paracentesis John Snow & paracentesis of the thorax (Zuck)
Partridge CW Medical &First Aid facilities in fortifications [guest lecture]
Patterson R
Dependency of an American discovery on Edinburgh
European imprimatur of an American discovery
JL Coming before and after his article on spinal anaesthesia
Payne HAS The early manufacture of chloroform and ether

Payne JP

Evolution of the Anaesthetic Research Society
On resucitation of the apparently dead
Research Dept of Anaesthesia, RCS; beginning & end
The contribution of the Edinburgh Dental School to the
advancement of anaesthesia (with Masson)
The influence of the Edinburgh Dental Hospital & School
on the advancement of academic anaesthesia (with Masson)
Pearce DJ
P Shackleton & devpt of Dept of Anaesthetics at Southampton
pharmacology, empiricism &experlment (Earles)
physiology
Anaesthesia & physiology; the lirst 20 years (Zuck)
Julius Jeffreys &physiology of lung volumes (Zuck)
Physiology of asphyxia; early 19th century ideas (Zuck)
Pinkerton
Herbert Harvey Pinkerton (Spence)
P~rogov
Pirogov and the arrival of ether anaesthesia in Russia
Aspects of Plymouth medical h~story(Hunter)
Plymouth
Poland
Cardiac resucitation in Poland (Kus)
Clandest~nemedical education in Poland, 1939-45 (A Adams)
Pole Y
Evolution of the computer
Evolution of the pulse oximeter
Poole and its harbour (Andrews) [guest lecture summary]
premedication R Soc medicine and the evolution of premedication (Atkinson)
Priestley
An exercise in iconography (W Smith)[Priestley portrait:l[abstract]
Priestley's electrical machine (W Smith)
Joseph Priestley FRS, LLD
Priestley G
Pring J
Davy and the blue gas
Early history of oxides of nitrogen
Probyn-Williams Robert James Probyn-Williams 1866.1952 (Bennett)
prone position Historical review of methods of the prone position (Anderton)
Prout
The late Dr Prout (Bennett)
Prys-Roberts C Spreading the message [abstract]
Pugh
Benjamin Pugh and his air-pipe (Wilkinson)
The Scottish Society of Anaesthetists
Raffan AW
Development of anaesthesia in Nepal (with Maltby & Shresthna)
Rana NB
Read
A man named Read (Owen)
Tribute to Professor W Mush~n
Rees L
Creation of modern anaesthesia in Belgium
Re~nholdH
Trials of muscle relaxants in conscious volunteers (Bodman)
relaxants
religious objections l . Blaming the Church (CN Adams with Maltby)
2. Blaming Simpson (Maltby with CN Adams)
Rendell-Baker L
Development of nitrous oxideloxygen apparatus
Dressing stations for D-day
Why was nitrous oxideloxygen anaesthesia not discovered
in Clifton in the year 1800?

Research Department of Anaesthetics, R College of Surgeons 1957-1987 (1 Payne)
respiration
Adventures in respiration (Drury)
respiratory distress syndrome Adult RDS - an old disease (Searle)
resuscitation
Resuscitation of the apparently dead (J Payne)
Resuscitation in the community &case of Dr Bullough (Sharpe)
Revel1 A
History of Royal Naval Hospitals
The Leicestershire life of Benjamin Ward Richardson (Gamer)
Richardson
Riding JE
Discretionary anaesthesia
John Dundee in Liverpool
Assessment of 'Risk' (Sill) [abstract]
risk
....An early death under chloroform
Rollin A-M
Bryn Thomas - an appreciation
Rollin MR
Chloroform and snakeb~te
Rollison R
Humphry Davy and the romantic poets [abstract]
Ross CB
Royal College of Anaesthetists. History has just begun; an account of the records
and archive of the RCA (Fairer)
Royal Navy
Anaesthesia and the Royal Navy 1847-56 (Glew)
Rucklidge MA The Coxeter-Mushin absorber - an idea before its time
Rupreht J
Amsterdam Society for rescuing the drowned
Dutch chemists of the late 18th century
R Shackleton's influence on Balkan anaesthesia (with Soban)
Solutions to medical problems from the past
150th Anniversary Celebrat~onof Morton's demonstration, Boston
Developments in thermoplastic endotracheal tubes
Russell CA
Russcll Prof CA Objections to anaesthesia-thc case of Sir James Young Simpson
snl'ety
Patient safety - not a new concern (Campbell)
Safety of anaesthetic machines - historical aspects (Thompson)
Modern anaesthesia and intensive care in Estonia
Samarutel J
The Minnitt gas and air apparatus
Sced A
The third man - CW Scheele (McLaren)
Scheele
Adult respiratory distress syndrome - an old disease
Searle JF
Who was Hildebrandt?
Secher 0
Senurner
The isolation of morphine by FW Sertiimer (Bennetts)
W What dreams may come with nitrous oxide
Severinghaus J
S hackleton, Patrick
Development of Southampton Dept of Anaesthetics (Pearce)
& Soban)
Influence on anaesthesia in the Balkans (Rupreht
. .
Sharpe C
Resuscitation in the community & the case of Dr Bullough
Shresthna BM Development of anaesthesia in Nepal (with Maltby & Rana)
Sibson
Sibson's inhaler, the French version (Zimmer)
Sidery M
Krohne & Sesemann: an early CEPOD (with CN Adams)
Silk
Frederick Silk (Howat)
Assessnlent of 'Risk' [abstract]
Sill JC
Development of modem Chinese anaesthesia (with Wang)
Sim P

Sjmpson
James Young Simpson (Gordon)
Objections to anaesthesia-the case of Sir JY Simpson (Russell)
Simpson, chloroform and the Edinburgh chemists (Worling)
S~mpsonI-Iouse; Discovery room exhibition
Simpson - the outsider? (Burnett) [Guest Lecture]
Sir James Simpson, biography by EB Simpson (Cooke)
Two letters from Simpson to Fleetwood Churchill (Newson)
My famous forebear - Sir Jarnes Young Simpson [abstract]
Simpson T
Skinner
Thomas Skinner (Frost)
Skiv~ngtonMA Dr R Fisher, anaesthetist & hospice ploneer
Slovenia
Slovenia 1961 (Howat)
The Guest cannula and Arthur Guest
Smith BH
Development of University of Leicester Dept of Anaesthesia
Smith G
Harvey Cushing's contribution to anaesthesia
Smith GB
Smith WD
An exercise in iconography [portrait of Joseph Pr~estley][abstract]
Priestley's electrical machine
William Clayfield's mercurial airholder
Snow, John
A busy week for John Snow (R Ellis)
An early intensivist (Athnson)
Charles Empson - rnan of mystery [Snow's Uncle Charles] (Zuck)
John Snow and paracentesis of the thorax (Zuck)
John Snow's alma matter [sic] (R Ellis)
John Snow's grave (Howat)
Snow's case-books 1848- 1858 (Marjot)
The inhalers of John Snow: his marks and score (R Ellis) [abstract]
Managing change in practice; early inhaln anaesthesia [abstract]
Snow S
Dr R P Shackleton & anaesthesia in the Balkans (with Rupreht)
Soban D
societies
An 1897 conversazione: The Society of Anaesthetists (A Adams)
Evolution of the Anaesthetic Research Society (Payne)
French Anaesthesia-Analgesia Society (Cousin)
Society for the Advancement of Anaesthesia in Dentistry (P Sykes)
The Scottish Society of Anaesthetists (Raffan)
Battle of the Somme - anaesthetics at CCSs (Horton)
Sornme
Southampton How they brought the good news to Southampton (Norman)
Southend
Impressions of Southend (Crowe) [guest lecture abstract]
Spain
1st 135 ether anaesthetics in Spain (Carregal)
Early use of chloroform in S p a ~ n(Vazquez)
Spasokukotskij Prof Spasokukotskij and his soporific mixture (McLaren)
Spence AA
Herbert Harvey Pinkerton
The Scott~shenlightenment [abstract]
St Bartholomew's Hospital Introduction to its history (J Foster)
Steinhaus J
Pioneer American anesthesiologists - Waters & Lundy

Stetson JB
Stetson
Stew art KA
Stoeckel
Sudeck
Suez
Sweeney B
Sykes AH
Sykes K

Cotton process ether; Hewer's Ethanesal
John B Stetson 1927-1993 - an appreciation (Boulton)
'The anaesthetist's table
Walter Stoeckel: obstetrics regional analgesia pioneer (Doughty)
Paul Sudeck and his inhaler (Howat)
The Suez crisis 1956 (Bodman)
Franz Kuhn
Episodes from the life of AD Waller
Paralysis & ventilation in treatment of neonatal tetanus
House surgeon at the Norfolk & Norwich Hosp~tal1950

Sykes P

syringe
Tait
tetanus

In somno semi-securitas - a chapter of anaesthetic accidents
Society for Advancement of Anaesthesia in Dentistry
Development of the syringe (Boulton)
R Lawson Tait's influence on anaesthetic practice (Mathews)
A Cambridge physician and a cure for tetanus (Horton)
Paralysis and ventilation in treatment of neonatal tetanus (K Sykes)

textbooks

Thackray
thermometry
thiopentone
Thomas

Berkeley Sherwood-Dunn & 'Regional Anesthesia' (Bacon)
W J Mayo. J Lundy & 'Clinical Anesthesia': A textbook whose
time had come? (MacKenzie, Bacon &Warner)
The Thackray legacy (( ooper, Humphr~es)
Clinical thermometry (Allan) [abstract]
Chicago to Pearl Harbor (Bennetts)
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